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TiMi present dissertation tsntitled * *kecurrtence Relations 
For Mcments u£ Orcter statistics** embodies a survay of the ^mrk 
done BO far on the mijsject. Main objective in t^ iis presentation 
has been to provide an up*to-date account ot the subject as it 
has been developed durintj the last decade. I have tried my 
best to include all the relevant and recent materials in a 
systamatic way which are contained in four chapters. 
Most of the theory has been presented in the torm of 
the theorems^ , which are £ollo%#ed by remarks on the practical 
use of the resxilts obtained and their interrelationships. 
Chtq^ ter 1 offers general results ou recurrence relations. 
In addition this chapter also includes a few important results 
like least and uiost number of single and double integrals to 
be evaluated, nvmtber of distinct elements in the inatrix o£ 
oioments etc. Host ot the recent results of this chapter are 
generaiiaaticM) of the past results. 
Chapter second* third and fourth are devoted to 
reourrence relations of order statistics front particular 
distributions. These chapters begin with the detinition of 
the models both in acmtruncated and truncated forms. 
Ch4^ pter XX contains all the basic results of recurrence 
relations for the life time models viz. ejqponential# Meibull 
and Gamma distributions. Chi^ter III preswnts recurrence 
( 11 ) 
jrelatlons for i^c lncom« mod«l8 via, logistic and par«to. 
Chaptar IV, the last chaptar Is davoted only to Ccnichy 
distribution laacaustt of Its unlqfua property regarding momenta. 
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4,1 Recurrcaica ralations 6*' 
BibXiograph^r 86 - 9C. 
RBC^iMfffi RSMxxQi^  ffiT^ffi^ mimud 9s QmsR 
l . I Intfroduetlon : Uenj autiiors have studied xwjurrenot 
rtlatlons betwoen th» gio»«ntB of order etatieUcB, usually with 
tbe principal aict of reducing the aue[ft>er of indepexident calculations 
required for the evaluation of the moments. Beferenoe could be 
nade to Govindarajulu (1963), Srikantan (1962), Downton (1966), 
Krishnaiah and Riatvi (1966), Joahi (1971, 1973)f David (1981), 
Khan et al (I983a,b), Balakrishnan (1960) and Balakristnan and 
!.!alik (1985) for soae such relations. 
Hbreover, OovindaraJulu (1963) has given the nuidber of eingle 
and doil>le integrals to be evaluated for the calculation of the 
tiK>ment8 of order static?ties in a sample of siae n fros an 
aifcitrary distribution syanastric about zero. I t is further 
considered by JosM. (1971) which i s latter generalized by Joshi 
and 3alakrishnan (1982). Tor the purpose of i l lustration 
Govindarjulu (1963) has given an i l lustrative exaaple. 
Results are considered into six sections which are as follows; 
'J 
1 - Thr«« fundamentol r«fiult8. 
2- Swae other recurrtno* relations. 
3* A theor«!B oa ntti^«r of distliiDt •Itatnts In tht matrix 
of nosents, 
4- A Ivm th«or«B« on ntxubtr of lntep«ndont oonotralntB. 
5- A ftw unified rosulta. 
6- Two idontltlos UMf ttl for ooi^lnatorlal reaulta, 
1.2 |jQtatl,Qn« ; Iitt X bo a randcstt variable having a oontl-
nuoue cumulative distribution function (cdf) P(x)f probability 
dsnsltsr function (pdf) p(x)» asan \k and varlanoe ^ . I«t 
^ t ^2***** ^n ^^ ^ randoa semple of else n fros thle distrl< 
btttlon and \,^i, \.^£. ,,* L ^^.^ be the oorrespondlng 
order s ta t i s t i c s obtained by rearranging the %'« • ^hen the 
pdf of Xy.jj (I i r i n ) Is given by (see, David 1981, 
p . 8 - 10) 
(1.2.1) fy.flCi:) «^  rB(r,&-r^l)J |p(x)] | l-P(x)) p(x) 
- • • < X < ««» 
and the joint pdf of X^ .^ ^ and X^.^ (1 1 r i s i n) Is 
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(1.2.2) 'r,»:n^**^^ ' |B(r,8-r,n-BH)j |P(x)| 
. |P(y).p(x)j |X-P(y)I p(3t)p(y) 
- • • < x < y < * » » 
wh«r« B(a,l2) « Pft fb / r « ^ i s th« ooaplett b«ta function 
and B(a,b,c) « Ta fl) R) / na'>b-KJ , iih«r« a, "b and o art all 
positive, i s tha ganeraliead beta function, i l so tba distribution 
f UMUon of Xj,.j^  (1 i r i n) i s («««• David, 1981 p.8) 
(1.2.3) F_(3C) - I (^ ) C P ( X ) ] {i-P(x)] ""^  
(1.2.4) - Ip(jj)(r,n-rH), - - < x < « 
wbsre for a > o and b > o, Xp(x) (a*^) ^^  tbs incomplete beta 
integral defined by 
•4, P ft-l b<4 
Ip(3P)(ft,b) - g(a,b)T / u (l-u) du. 
is sball denote th« single siOMent B(X^,jj) by ^^ t l Ji r ^ n, 
the product moment by /j. .^, I i r < s i n and covariaooe of 
^ : n ^^ ^Bin ^^ r . s m • ^ * * *^^* *^*^  1 ^ r < s ji n, 
^ , s : n - ^s,r:n *«* ^ , s : n " ^.~,r:n • «^>'^  simplicity, ne 
4 
•hall also UM M^.^ for 4 : 1 • ^,jp:n ^^^ 4 : n "^* 
^ r'n ^^^ ^^ (^ . f t ) . Throughout the ttudy, i t will bo 
aMUB«d that ^000 moaonta oxltt . 
1.3 Tiarftt yuBflaatatal JUnBlte : 
USaaSJOm 1 .3 .1 . For an arbitrary dlatrlbutlOB, 
(1.3.1) (n^) 4^ > * r 4i,\^ . n ^^ .^^  
whoro r •» l f 2 | , . . » n-1, k • l t 2 t . . . . 
£QLB£ : V« aaar wrlto 
(1.3.2) 4 t ^ • / ^ « ^P(x) (r,n-r-»l) <!x 
aod 
(k) « t 
(1.3.3) ^ : n " ^ ^ ^ Ip(x) (ff. n-r+1) 
wharo A Ip^j^)(a,b) " ^P(X)(»»^^''^P(x-l)^*»^^* 
from tha wall-kijoim raourronoa foxnula for tha iaoomplata B 
fttnotioB 
a Iy(a+l,b)+ b Iy(a,b+l)«(a^) I (a,b) 
wa havat on taking a • r, b - n-r, y •• P(x), 
(n-r) lp(jjj(r,n-rH)+r Ip(jj)(r+l,n-r)»nlp(3^)(r,n-r) 
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Rftlatlon (1.3.1) follows at oao«. 
I . Abov« zvli^tion haa been obtained by Cole (1951) In 
tbe oontlnuouB and by Melnlck (1964) In the discrete case 
but d^ove proof conprises b o ^ Cole and ?4elnlok« 
Reaark 2. An alternative proof* which oovers also mixtures of 
oontinuous and discrete distributions, i s obtained by noting 
that, sit)ject only to existense, AjJ.;^  n<V be written as 
m I .. T k r-1 n-r 
/ |_P""^(u)] u (1-u) du. (r-1)/ (n-r) I o 
where P"^(u) « i n f { x : P(x) > u j . 
Relation (1.3.1) follows on multiplying the integrand by 
1 «. tt • ( 1 - u ) , 
SQrOllftgi; 1. For n even , 
(k) (k) (k) (1.3.4) 
- ( {\ + Ml ) - % 
2 ^ nn:n I n:n | n; n->l 
£s&fll. Put r « I n in relation (1.3.1) to get the result, 
taking k «> 1, we eee that the expected values of the median 
in saaqple of n (even) and n-l are equal. 
t) 
qfiifolrlagy 2 . If th« parent distrlbtttloii lit s^nsaatTlo about the 
origin and n Is even 
(k) (k) 
% « Ml k • • •n» 
I n:n-l J n:n 
(1.3.5) 
» 0 k odd, 
ybffirm 1.3.2. J'or an aAltrajy dl«trlbution 
(k) tt i - l n l - r (k) 
(1.3.6) V.n \l^ U^( l>( -^> %:l 
Thus tha ntowants of iC .^^  ara axpraaalbla in terns of 
the simpler nonents of the largest in oamplee of r* r^ l , . , . ,n . 
Proof. In the equatioon 
P(x) n i r-1 n-r 
n-r 
expand (1-^) . The integrand on the RHS then heoomes 
n I n-p n-r j r-l+j 
1 ( 4 ) (-1) t (rHl))(n-r)l J-v ^ 
whichft on putting i •* ^+Tf equals 
n i - i n i - * 
i«^ ^ W ) (1) ( - 1 ) " . i t^ "^ 
mibfftitutlng th i s in ( l«3 ,2 i , vm obtain ( 1 , 3 . S i . A corresp<mdiii9 
romtlt in taxia« o£ *'^»i i s 
ih) n i - 1 n i<-«<fr*i (ki 
' • ° i«n-r*l ** '^  ^ ^'^ 
Sf?g£!l,l • -^ '^  ^^^ ®^** '"^^ (I»3«6i rouKiding error le>«iecm«e important 
aa n-r inoreaaas. 5a« aXao &rikantan (1962)* 
ISg2€gi, l4i l i l* '^^ '^  <^ a^ i t rary diatribution and 1 < r ^ a < n, 
(1.3.7> i ' - i>^r,a:n* ^"-"^^^^r-l^ aln ^ ^"-••^^^^r-l^a-Un 
" ** *^r-X,a-i:n-l 
S£9S£ (<*ovindarajulu, 1963i • In the £on»ila £or n M^..^ ^J^ .^.^ • 
nomeiy, 
ni •f'^  y 
r i , « J..n i (r-2>l(a-r«-l iUn-ail '^ "* 
r~2 B«»r«»l n-^ a 
CF(xi) CHy>.P(x) l a - P l y > l dp(x>dpiy> 
ap l i t up the integral as the sura o£ three slodlar integrals 
according to the part i t ion 
1 • P(x> + I P(y> - S>U) 3 4 C l - P(y> 3 . 
Halation (1.3.7> follov^s. 
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HA can BCNs that th« above irelation holds alao in tha 
discrata case . Note tiiat relation (1,3«1^ la the special 
case r » 1« a « c*X, 
RfffriNt. I, srikantan (196a> shows that above relatione hold 
£or pdf's, cdf "s and function of \ « Q a® well, 
1,4. ^gff „, 2£l?tf.«l'fS^ ff£8B£S» If I §%^^§ * 
following the results of Jones (1948;, Hoeffding <19S3;, 
Seal (1956; and Ruben (19S6>« Oovindarajulu (1963; collected 
almost all previous results and he also stained the few new 
results. JQBhl (1971; generaliased a few of them and latter 
extended by Joshi and Balakrishnan (1981, 1982;. 
Tlgtffgjrp|,,3,|.4..yl. If the arbitrary distribution is eymtrietric about 
the origin* 
and 
r, 8«n n'-s>l#n<»r4'l i>n • « - « • • " 
g£og|. Follows frora the definition of M« „.« and F(-x; • 1-F(x; 
r# s «n 
(s@e David, 1981 ii>x. 2«1«2; , 
0 
1. For «n arbi trary distrilciuticm wa hava 
o n 2 
r - I a«l ^ '^••** 
Proof* consldar the varianca of (x. .^  4- x.. ^ ••«. •«- x^ .^ > 
which is equal to tha variance ot {Y^ •¥ t^ *^ •••m -i^ ^^) whara 
the X^ are the unordered -^*ii* ^^'^ proof follows inanediately. 
f^fWiV'^t?' ior an arbitrary distribution and for r, s > u 
n (k> 
(1.4.3> 





n K(A , 
n i 
T £( X^»_. X^ •_ ) • \«^ £1 X. •- X-*,, / • 
r« l . . r + 1 ''•'* • • " * ^'^ *'^ 
iSSSiM^ikjt^Ah,' ^ « i^oeffding (19 53^ r e s u l t I I . 
n-1 n nl k I 
r*.l 8 . r4 l ( r - l ^ l ( s - r - i ; l (n-s j I . ^ ^ x <. y « o 
r-1 a-r-1 
.P(xi C P(yi - P(x> 1 
n-s 
, r 1 - P(yi 1 ap(x> dp(y> . 
n-1 nl ^ t r-1 n-r-1 
m t — — — — - — - « ~ / / X y Pix) Cl-P(x>"i 
r««l (r - l j i l ( l i-r-lJ • x^y 




n H i 
( > ii I X, .3 X 1 . 
2 "^ '^  au 
S 2 f 2 i i § £ ^ i . *or an arbi trary d i s t r i b u t i o n 
n-1 n Ic k n k 2 
r-1 s-r^l r .n s .n a 
££2Sl* t^ollows from ( i . 4 .3> and 
k k k a 
i i C x , « „ X 2 « 2 ^ * C & ( X ) 1 0 
C2£2iifl£X-J* Corollary I with k « 1 givaa 
n-1 n n 2 
r«i s-r+1 r.n 5,n 2 
C2IBjUfcfi£¥-l • '^ *^ ^ ®'*' arbitrary d i s t r i b u t i o n having inuan aaro* 
n 
t M^.„ « i-' «iiti ii; n I0 o M and the arbi trary d ia tr ibut ion i s 
r . l '^ '^ 
sywBiatrlc about aero, then M^ „ | ^ « u . 
R«Bj2£k^l. Balakrishnan and Joahi (1932/ obtained a ganaral 
r<e£)ult« 
i 1 n-2 j 
( n - i > U i - i - l ; r L { , i / { l \ T ii^^. , „ ^. j - o ^ J k ^ n - j - i , n - K . n 
n - i - 1 , n - i , n - i 
1 ^ r < n-2 
1 < 1 < n-2 , 
which r*auce@ to coro l lary 2 for i « n - 2 . 
H^^Cffi^ljiiaJ* ^^ 9 ^s a>^ y d i f f e r e n t ! « b l « function such that 
differ^antiation of gixi with respect to i t s argiunent and 
expectat ion of qiKj with respect to an abso lute ly continuous 
d i s t r i b u t i o n are lnterchan$eabl«s, then 
n 
• r«n ^ , T t ,n "^ : i « n ' ' ^ s « n 
S"l 
r > * i # •# ••••# n • 
where p deriotes the probabi l i ty dcoisity funct ion of the rUstrlbution, 
g'rPOf • ^or a l l real t one has 
ii. r a(x # +ti 1 • ni / 
1 n 
•^ ^ 8 - 1 * ® 
n*. ' f u^y^^. 
- < yj^< . . . < y^ ^ 
SMI '^  
Changing the y*s to x's , one gets 
* Ca-U . -ft;] « nl / f Qvx J . 
X n 
n 
. TT p(x -tj dx. . 
8*1 
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Differentiating both sidAC o£ the above equation with respect 
to t and setting t <• o on& obtains 
Is. g*(X -^ • nt / gU_^  • 
n n 
• C- r CpMx„J/ p{x.i 3 • TT p{xv>dXi, 
i h i s coBiplfetes the proof of the theorem. 
^ I2 l i i £XJL» ^*^^ '^^^^ * * • 'i'J^^K'^n I •4.4 givee 
n 
„ . r «n' s .n ' "^  ».n 
1 „2 
""5 *f 
( 2 K ; * • * S2£gi4f£X-i• ^ r o i l a r y 1 with pix) « ( «i • gives 
n 
'^  **»^  «••« « i# r « 1,2, ...n. Also, since t **..•« • 0, it 
n 
follows that r 0^ , • O . 
s - l ^'^•** 
ll2SS£!^«.iiiijel* ^^ 3 i s a twice d i f f e r en t i ab l e function such 
tha t twice di i£erent ia i . ion of g(xi with respect to i t s 
argument and expectation of g(x> with respect to an absolutely 
continuoua d i s t r i b u t i o n are interchangeable then 
i:: 




IT •• 1 » 2« • • •» Q « 
££99t" ^^* * proof similar to Theorem I . 4 , 4 . 
f^P-fff^ . ^ * If X i s a atandard noxnmai variable or genaraliawd 
truncated normal variable (in othfur worda# pMxi « - xp(x;i and 
g(x> • 1« then theorem l«4.5j. wi l l take a much simpler form. 
?^9gffflg...lff^jif« ^^ 9 ^^ ^ ®"^  ^^ ^^  *'* differentiable functions 
£iuch that differentiation of g(x> h(x) with respect to i t s 
argument and expectation of g(x> h(x/ with respect to an 
absolutely continuous distribution are interchangeable, then 
££SS£* ^X'oceed in a similar manner to Theorem 1 ,4 .4 . 
Tfiegfff ,^ ,|.„ffff^ 2. For an arbitrary distribution and even n , 
(n-a>/2 r-1 n 
^#n:n * ^^^ ^"^^ ^ r ^ '^rtr %-r:n-r 
1 (n»2;/2 n a 
•t^  ( - > ( - 1 J < „ ^ **w» « 2 § n 
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P r o o | . (Oovindarajulu, 1963; 
Consider, 
**l,n:n • " ^ " - ^ ^ . i . L^ <x<y< ' ^ C P ^ Y ^ - P ^ J 1 dp(x> dp(y) . 
The integrand in the above integral is symmetric in x and y . 
Hence, 
1 o^ Y n-2 
^l,n:n " ^"^ "^""^^J«.{^ "^ tPty^-PtxO 6pU) dp(y; . 
Now, expand [p(y>-PCx)J in powers of P(x> and P(yi» integrate 
on X and y and obtain, 
1 n-2 r n 
^»^*^ ^ ^V .V "'^ ^ ^^+1^ '"r+Ur^ .l **n.r-l:n.r-l 
* rxQ 
(n-4>/2 r n 
* r^o ^ *^ ^ *^''*'^^ '^r^irr+l ^n-r-l'.n-r-l 
1 (n-2J/2 n 2 
after combining the like terms. That is ,* 
(n-2i/2 r^l n 1 (n-2;/2 
l,n«n , r r,r n-r»n—r « 
n 2 
• ^n/2' *^n/2:n/2 ' 
L^  
This completes the jpcoof of the theorem. 
RfSfjrk^l* Joshl PC (197i; geoeraXizef above theorem. 
For 1 <. r < n-X 
r»l n»l r»l 
<1.4,S> Ba,n«r,r> u „ . • t t-1) ( . > B ( l , n - r , r - i ) . 
n»r n»r-i n-r-1 **i;i '^n-ljn-l 
•*^,n-r+i:«-i - ^^"^^ ^ i - 1 ^ " ; — r ; — 
vfhich reduces to Theorem (1,4*7) for r » ! • 
iiSSSlS£lLJ • '^alakri8^man N (X982J obtained a generaX resuXt [see 
(X*4.6;^ which gives an aXternetive expression for ^^ „•„ in teems 
of singXe moments of smaXXest order s t a t i s t i c s in santpXes of siae 
Xesis than n [see (X,4,6>1» iioreovt»i; his roiiuXt faciXilates 
comjMitationaX load (see {i»A»Tf\, 
n-i n-i j-X n n-r-l-t-J-X 
•*^ X :n-r-i4j **rlr+i-j 
n-i i i-fm-2 n 
^m i^^ "^^ ^ i - 1 '^ -^""^ **X,i4m:i4m 
n > 2 ; 1 < i < n-i , 
For i « X. 
n-X n n n-X n 
(X.4U> ^ J ^r^r^xrn^^^r^'^^rZr - ^ / r ^ ' ^ r n - r *^r:r 
and For i » n-X 
(n-2i /2 J-X n X (n-a>/a n 2 
l y 
yhggi'jag^ |jr5t§« ^'^^ ^^ arbitrary abso lute ly continuous 
a i e t r i b u t i o n for which p*(xj « » xpixi, ( that i s , for standard 
normal or general i sed truncated normal d«aisities> one has« 
i2) n\ n-r ro 1 n-r 
*^ «n ( r - l / l Cn-ril m ^ r+ra " *^ -w" i ' 
r'Hn!r4in 
££2S£* >ee Gcvindarajulu (1963;• 
A few important consequences of theorem 1,4«8 are as fo l lows , 
iij s e t t i n y r « n « g ives 
(1.4.9> M„.„ . 1 * M„.i^„.^ 
using theorem 1 .4 ,1 in (1.4.9>« we get 
(2> 
a .4 .1 t .J M^.„ - 1 * M^^^.^ 
and s e t t i n g r « n •> 1 g ive s 
n- i «n n*i#n—i,n-»i n—i^ntn 
setting r > 1 gives 
U ; n-1 m -1 n-1 
M^.^ - 1 • n T ( -1 > im^li ( „ > **m,in^lin^l 
n - 1 JR n 
0 ^ i^) « 1 + r ( -1 ^ W ^ '*m,m4l>*l 
n flj-1 n 
• 1 • r ( - 1 > ( _ J M_. | „ . „ 
mmZ 
s i n c e M,, , . , •• Q • 
U f X AX 
S2£2iiM3Li* ^^^'^ ^^^ hypothesis of theorem 1,4,8 on« obtains 
n m-l n 
£|^|. It follows txxm aquations (1,4,9> and (1,4,11> that 
n m-1 n 
worollaory i i e «q(UjLval«nt t o 
n n-1 B»-l n 
This co«pl«t«s the proof of the corollary. 
It n » i, , 
(1.4.14; M^  . • o . 
i h i s t o g a t h a r with <1.4.1Q>« Mj^  .^ « 1 -^  M^  2*2 ^< '^pl^®» 
U ; 
t h a t Mj^.^ •" 1 • ^iinilaucly fo r n » 4« n » 6 one can o b t a i n 
a . 4 . i 5 > M^^^.^ . 2*^1,2:3 
and 
U . 4 . 1 6 ; M^^^jg - 3 Mi^2:5 - S *^1,2:3 
For odd n , t h e i d e n t i t y i n e$|uation ( 1 . 4 . 1 2 / l e a d s t o t h e 
smm r e a u l t as t h e one fo r t h e iiwttediately proceeding even 
nusyoer* namely n <-• 1 , 
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§fiSil^Ljf ^^ M»or«m l , 4 . a ia genoraiisMd by Joahi (1971> vhich 
i s £ujrth«ar extendaa by Joshi axtd Balakrlshnan (X9aai . Ho]r«ov«r, 
Jo^ru ana aalakrishnan (1981> generalissei (I«4*9J# 
n n 
^tttt ing r •> tit wa ot^tain U«4«9^« Also* in view ot coro l la ry 
i.4»4«.ii aix>vtt i d e n t i t y gives* 
n n 
Som® mor© rtssultti and th«tir appl ica t ions aro given in Joaiu and 
iialajcrishn^i i l9d i i • 
'£SlS£2S«^ljti • ****• ***y i i a t r i b u t i o n syaometric about zero th« 
matrix U M , „»«^> i*^  doubly syimmetric (i»e*# ayaKnetric with Z.0 s » n 
respect to the niajor diagonalaji and th® cjtistinct elements in 
UM-. .,._>> are thos<e ly ing in any wedge - shaped region (say the 
upper osimj iaountittd by the t%<A:> raajor diagonals• Hence, the 
number oil Oiat inct e iwients in UM^ -•«>> i ^ aia^Zi/. if n 
r# a •n ' 4 
i s even, and it. in+-X> / ^ i f n i a odd. 
ID 






*^(n-X;, | ( n - i ; : n 
l#n«n y ^ , n : i 
2n-i:n 
Mjn.ijCn+aj Jn, '^a^n-irn 
^(n-l>« ^(n^3i:n 
Fig. 2 
j^ £2S£ (Govlndarajulu (1963>>. From theorem 1.4.1, it is clear 
that matrix ((M^ „*.«^ i is cioubly symmetric The distinct 
elements will be as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Therefore* the 
total number of distinct M^ ..« is n + (n-2> + (n-4> +...+2»n(n+2;/4 
r, s •n 
when n is even, and the total number of distinct M^ .•„ is 
r# s.n 
2 
n4>(n*2> •»-...-*3-fl « (n-fi; /^ when n is odd. 
Cogg.||gfy„j,« Jtroin the consideration of the figures, one can 
obtain the Table l.S.l for the number of distinct elements in the 
matrix i{u „•„;>. 
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Table 1,5 • ! 
^vvn n Odd n 
1«6 A f«w thforms on tJh«>numb«r of l i id«p«^«nt c^iftralnta 
» l l » » H l p « » 1 M — 1 — 1 — — — — « » — — — — W M — g — M W W I I — » M i — » — — M i — • — — I J i ' ^ — « • — « » « » » » 
||]yyf<•!. j^  | 6 , 4 . For an arbitrary distribution synmetrlc about 
sero# the number o£ d i s t inc t and independwit constraints among 
the d i s t inc t M-J. 8»n(ri*sj ^P®***'^  ^y *^* recurrence formula in 
Theorem 1,3,3 i s 11 (n-l>^ - 1 ^ / 4 i f n i s even and (n- i ; /^ 
i s n i s odd« 
Pfffft|« The right hand side mentber o£ theoreei 1*3.3 la 
'^  '^ r-l 8*1 !tn-l * ^^^^ v^ace it is clear that £or any n« the number 
of distinct and independent constraints anong the M^ „•» 
r« s ^n 
isiposed by the recurrence relation in theorem 1.3,3 is exactly 
the number of distinct M_ „•„.,/^.J in the matrix ((M^ . .)), 




I laS£22. i j§j i» *'<»«^  t*»« normal distribution^ i f th« M .^„ , 
are a l l Knotm, th« nunibar of l inear conatrainta anumg tha 
d i s t inc t M^ *j^  i s n/a i f n i s even and (n-1^/2 i f n i s odd. 
Also* i f a l l Mj. gju-Kn^Bj * ^Ik ^*^^ ^ " ^»^» •'•*^''^ an<5 
^ I n ^^^ knovm, the numJEwr of l inear and independent constraints 
among the d i s t inct M^ . a»u^jc-tai ^^'^ *^ *** numtoer of l inearly 
ind(q;>€uadent M s*n(r^sj *'^ * *® shown in Table 1«6«1, 
Table 1,6»1 
m^..^^^ 1 1 ^ T'K-w^ n^*-. 1 A 1 Theorem 1,4,8 No .of linearly Theorem 1.3.3 Theorem 1.4.7 (^ .^ t^ion independent 
Cl.4 .1on ^r,»:n(ri<s; 
£ven n ntn»i ; /^ 1 1 (n-4J/2 
Odd n C ( n - l j / ^ ^ O 1 (n -a i / j 
^^^ S-i^ event M,-^ # M .^„ * • • • . . M y^o«« aJC-e the d is t inct 
(2> 
^rSn ^*^^ Fi^ u^re 1> • Xhe recurrence formula of theorem 1.3.1 
with K « 2 and r • I, 2,,... (n-ai/j together with 
(2j (2> (2J 
**n/^*n * ^n/SLln"! * ^ ^^ involv« the distinct M^ ..^  . They 
(2i 
constitute n/2 linear constraints among the distinct M^ .. . 
Prom theorem X«6«X, the niuiber of ind«»paiid«at constraints 
imposed by Theorem 1.3,3 on distinct M -•n(rj<s>* '"'* ">^o-2>A. 
HecalX that ThcK>r<sm 1«4;3 expresses M« »•« in terms o£ 
/ij^»j^  , k • X« 2, ••• n->l. Also* Theorem 1,4«8 (£<^ation (1,4.10;; 
ejqpreeeea ix, 2*n ^'^  terms of ^•^ • Obviously* <me can not 
hope to obtain cither Xheorem 1,4.7 or (i«4«lQ> by a linear 
co[«binau.on of the formula in Theortxvt 1«3«3 with xyts, l«ow, 
since the relationship in Theorosu X,4,7 is iineasly independent 
of (1.4.iyi* it tolXowe that the constraints given by Theorem 
X.4.7 and (l,4,XCi> are XinearXy independimt of those constraints 
provided by Theorem X.3.3 on distinct M^ s'ninta)* '^***»®» th* 
nvunber ot linearXy independent and distinct M^ s'nCr^sJ ^^ 
given by ( ^  ^ T n^ - nln - 2> 3 - 2 • (n - 4^/^ • 
(2> iZi (2> 
<^i> 2-4a-2^« >^ i:n ' *^ 2:n •••• '*ln+l>/ In **"* ^ * distinct 
(2^ ^ ii. , , (c>ee figure 2 i . Theorem 1«3,1 with k « 2 for r n^ 
(2) 
r • 1, i , . , • ( n - i ; / , involves the d i s t inc t .u .^ an'3 e.>n9tltutes 
<fr r«n 
(2> (n-Xi/a JLinear constraints among tiwj d i s t inc t M .^« • Also, 
• r n^ 
from Theorem 1.4.8 we have that the number of independent 
2.5 
constraiute Irapoaed by Xhaorem 1.3.3 on the d i s t inct u •^(,^^^ 
ir# s ^ n\&]p8/ 
Is t (n-l;/2 1^ . Equation Cl,4aOj giv«a (Mae •dditlonal 
constraint, lienc* the result o£ Table 1,6«1« 
1;lH?8fffS.n^ .t#al* In order to find the first* second and mixed 
(lineari moments of order statistics in a sample of size n dra%m 
from an arbitrary population syrwiietric about aero, given these 
moments for all sample sizes less than n« «ne has to evaluate 
at roost one single integral and (n-2>A double integrals if n 
is even; and ono single integral and (n-i;/-j double integrals 
if n is odd, 
t>roof» Assume first, second and mixed (linear^ moiiK^ nts are 
icnown for all sample sizes less than n. To compute M_.._ « 
consider 
nl , _ n-r 
t - • — /x P(x>* ll-P(x^l dplx>. 
»f»»» (r-l>l tn-rjt 
n-r k nl n-r .wi^v 
k«o r-1t(n-riI ^ 
and all of these integrals for which the range of integration 
is ( -oi^oQi, would have been computed previously except the 
integral / x P(x> dpCxi . Hcmce, cme has to evaluate at most 
I) « 
009 i n t e g r a l vhmx n i s Cfvan «nd o in togra l when n i s oad« 
since M^^^i^/^.„ » u . TO get ^.^.^ , wh«re 
' r j n 
n-jr k nt n - r 3 r-l+k 
k-o (r^X)*. (n-r>l ^ 
All of these in t eg ra l a wouia be ava i lab le except / x P(x; dp(xi 
liance thaxe tioald b«! a t moat one i n t eg ra l t o b<» evaluated vhen 
js i« odd and none- when c i s «van, sine® M^^ y j^^ « M^^ y .j^^j , 
when n i s a^ver. (see Coroll&ry 1«3*1.2^» To dbtain 
x-1 s - r -1 
M^  . . „ - c / / xy P(x> CP(y> - P(x^ 1 
, Q - P(x^ 3 <%>lx> dp(y> 
where c i s c constant depending on r and a# vre v;rite 
t u 
**r «•« • J^ ^ ^t-*.! '^ ^ ^^^i P<y> ^Pix^ <3p(yj , 
and all 01 th&ae integrals would be available except where 
t>u « n-2. Hence, at moat, (n-l> integrala are needed and of 
the»d, ^n~2>A when n ia even and (n-lj/- when n is odd, could be 
eliminated by aytmmtxy, Also« M^^ ^ .^ is available (see Theor«ai 
1*4,7> t^ien n is even. Hence* at most (n-a;/^ double integrals 
whan n is even and (n-lj/^ double integrals when n is odd* would 
be required. Thus* the prool of the theorem is complete. 
Rg^gf^l,. Joshi (1971^ shows that for distributions symmetric 
abofut aero* the number o£ double integrals to be evaluated for 
even values o£ n is in fact sero. This problem is further 
considered by Joshi and BalakrishniStin (1982; • They show that for 
an arbitrary continuous distribution one has to evaluate at most 
two single integrals and (n-a^/^ double integrals if n is even/ 
and two single integrals and (n-li/2 (double integrals if n is odd. 
;aiir«ilar changes are obvious in Theorem si .6.1 and 1.6.2. 
^•7 d^|gy^^M3l^|^gg„iggffH^H,oS„RSCufrgnge,Re|atJiOn. 
Khan et al (1963a; obtained a general result for obtaining 
recurrence relation betw*een single moments of order statistics 
of doubly truncated distributions. They have considered the 
examples of weibull* c.xponential* Pareto* Power function* Cauchy 
and Logistic distributions. Similar result is also established 
by iChan et al (1983b; tor product moments. 
fjlfyyff . .^j l t j}. ^'or dbubly t runcated continuous a ivt r ibut icm 
Ik^ k P. k-1 n 
t l . 7 . 1 ^ M, .„ « Q, • K t/• X Cl-P(xJ T dx ; n>i; k « l , 2 . . . 
where 
(k> P, k n-1 
(1 .7 .a i /^ i •« • n ' o * C 1 - P(x> J ptxidx 
and 
(k^ n*. P. k r - 1 n-r 
(1.7 .Si M^»„ « / , . X rp(x;l Cl-P(xn p(x>dx 
^*^ ( r - i n Cn-r;t ^' 
/ . p(x>dx « Q, f^  p(x>dx » 1-P,*(P<Q are assumed 
--(,X) J r | 
to jde knovm^. 
££2j^. Integrating (1.7.2; by parts, the result is established. 
IilSfiCSi.iAlAiiA *or 2 i r i n ; n > 2 and k « 1, 2 . . . , 
lk> (k> n-1 p k-1 r - 1 n-r-fl 
(1.7.4J Mj..^ - M ^ i j n - l * *r-l^*^ ^Q ^ rp(x;l a -P (x i3 cix 
under the assumptions 
k r - 1 n-r+1 
lira X C F(xJ 3 C 1 - P(xi 1 « c 
x^Qj_ 
and 
k r - 1 _ n-r<f 1 
lira X C f (x; 1 C 1 - p<xJ J » c . 
x ^ P , 
£ l ^ l * ^^ vi@vr of expression (1,7.3>, 
2: 
ik) ik) n-1 p^  k r -2 n-r 
. L nP(x^ - ( r - l i 1 p(x>dx 
r-1 n-r+1 
a . 7 . 5 / b&t h(x> » - L p(x^ 1 t 1-P(x; 3 
lUffercantiatlng tx>th s i d e s of E<|uatl<»i ( 1 , 7 . 5 ; with respect t o 
X , Wti y e t 
r»2 n-r 
U .7 ,6> h'(x> » O i x i l Cl-^(x<>l CBPix> - ( r - i ; J p(xi 
iki (K> n - l P. k 
Int«gr«t lng E<|Utttlon (1,7,7> by part* and putt ing the value of 
hix.) from U»7«S>« we g e t the r e s u l t * 
? l^fftyiffF..j^ iff7t^ * f o r 1 5 r < s <. n , and j# K > o , 
tj#k> ( j , k ) ^ 1^ P, J i^-1^ i^ -1 
^^  •'' -^^ ^r ,» :n - **r, s -1 -.n * ^r, s - l :n-^ ' Q / X * ^ f** ^ ''^ ^ • 
a -r» l n-8-4'1 
• CP(yi-P(x)3 Cl-Ply>3 >;x>dydx 
^^Mure 
tj#k> i^ i J?, J Jc, r - 1 a-r-1 
n-» 




^ n\ r , s - l t n 
r , ® - i : n ( r « i ; i (s-jt>-X;l I n - s + i ; t U - r ^ l > 
g f 9 9 | r Khan e t a l . (1983b> 1 • M« have 
» - r - 2 n-8 
. f r (y>-p(x>l Cl-P(y)J 
,p(x>pvy^dydx. 
a - r - 1 ii»»+l 
( 1 , 7 . U > t-at. h(x,yV • - |P(y>-P(x>3 f l -P(y>l 
then 
(1 .7 a s ; « lP(y^-P(x>3 [1 -P (y ; ) • 
• £ t n T i P ( y > - i n - 9 + i ; p ( x ; - ( » - x ^ l / ) p(y> . 
Putting the value o£ (l,7,ia) in il,7,lC>, w« g«t 
11.7.13^ M^ „._ - M_ _ . i •_ - C_ „ . , ._ / , , X I P(x> 1 p ( x j , 
r« s .n r« S"! .n r« s«*j. ^n u 
- P ^ ?) 
t ^„ y — h(x#yi dy 3 dx . 
by 
li^ ow, i n view oi: (1.7*11># 
P. k ;^  P, k«l a - r - 1 
U . 7 a 4 ) ^^ y —' h(x,y> dy « k / y C P(y>-P(x> .1 
n-«+l 
L 1 - P(y> 3 dy . 
'PJi 
autmtXtutiBg (1 ,7 ,14; in (1.7.13>, the required expression l a 
obtalneci. 
C^fyl^fjify_ 1 . For 1 < r ^ n-1 , and J , k > o , 
t j , k> (J^k; ]^  Sj J k-1 rwl 
n - r 
• U 1-F(y; 1 p(x;dy dx 
r«r'i>lln n*. 
where c^«, 
(n - r ) ( r » i ; i (n-r ; I r : n 
££29^ • imtt lng 8«r+l In Theoreca 1,7,3 and noting t h a t 
( j , k ; j k (j-i^k) ( j+k; 
(1 .7 .16; M^  ^.„ - £ (x^.„ x^.^; m E (x^.„ ; - u . 
r # r . n r . n r . n r . n r . n 
we get the desired r e s u l t . 
g o r g i l a r ^ ^ . For n > 1 and J, k > o , 
( j , k ; (J+k; P, P j k-1 _ 
(1 .7 .17; M „ , ^._ « M„ , . -* n (n - l ) k /^ / J x y LP(?CO 
n—i.«n.n n**!.*! y x 
.C 1-P(y; •) p(x; dy dx 
££S£Sil* ** t^ r • n-1 in Theorem 1.7 .3 , to get the r e s u l t . 
lliS2£SSLix2ji» ^'o^ 1 5 r ', s 5 n and J > o , 
<j#0> tJ,Oj ( j , 0> ( j j 
r:i i (1.7 «la^ M_ ,•_. • M_ „_, •« • M ,^ •„ « M 
r, o vQ r# s—X mti r# r+1 In j 
g£Og|. i»«« Khan et a l . (I9&$toj , 
^Sid£)&.i« "^ ^^  usual t«chniq(ue in eatablishlng the recurrence 
relations wil l i»« to expreae [ l-P (yi 3 as a function of y and 
p(yK I t i s interestin. . to note that the relations for specif ic 
distributions are obtained by just subst i tut ion. Examples can 
be seen in chapters II0 III and IV. 
X aO aaB»aS8KBj»s»xB«iiiiSgBgewiSg»iBSara8ss»S^ * 
In th i s section vm consider a few i d e n t i t i e s which are used 
in proving some combinatorial i d e n t i t i e s . Contributions on this 
topic are those include S i l l i t t o (1951>, Krishneiah and Kissvi 
(1966>, Riordan (1968^* Joshi (1973i and Balakrichnan and Malik 
(198S> . 
The^rero 1^6.1. For an arbitrary distribution 
n 1 n 1 ( l . a . l i T. - F^. (x> « T - I , .^(xi 
r- i r *^ *^  r .1 r ^'^ 
n 1 n 1 (1.8.2> F ^^o^^x) m t " i\,.Jx) 
tml tn-r+l> *•" r«l r ^•'^  
iSS2tA2£Jljt^ll' **ot« that 
/^ CI 1 - (l-u> J / i ^ du 
n P(xi r-1 
r / ( 1 - u ^ dtt 
r-1 ° 
n 1 
F "* ^^ 1 "r- ^^ * 
r« l r "^ •*^  
Th« proot o£ ( l«8«a; i s s i m i l a r . 
Rfi^ffk 1 . ^alakrishnan and Malik (19d3> obtain &ome 
i d e n t i t i e s which are ganeral form of th« above r e l a t i o n s , i n 
addi t ion , they ohtain some other r e l a t i o n s . 
For i « l « 41,, • • . • • 
c^ • 1 ; i - 1 
• C n + i ; ( n + 2 ; . , . , ( n + i - i ; ; i « 2, 3, 
n I n r + i - 2 (1.0.3; T F . (xV tr(r+l>...tr-n-l)3 « — r ( )i\.^ixj/ . 
r-1 *^ *** C,r-1 ^ ^ ^'^ ^ 
- i ' 
^ I n r+ i -2 
(1.8.4> r F . ( x V l ' (n -r^ l>(n-r+2J . . . (n -r> i /J«— r( , , jF . ( x j / , 
r« l ' • " c . r - i "^-^  ^•'" *" C^r»l 
a:: 
I t can b« noted that i d e n t i t i e s (1 .8 .3 ; and (1.8.4J generalize 
resul ts ( l . a . i ; and ( 1 . 8 . 2 ; . This fact can be seen by sett ing 
i - 1 in U . a . 3 ; and (1.8,4> respect ively , 
SSSftEiS-J' Above resul ts also hold for density functions, 
characterist ic functions and raw moments of order s t a t i s t i c s . 
llS9S£iS.i* '^^ «>s<» i d e n t i t i e s are cfuite useful in checking the 
computation of the montents of order s t a t i s t i c s . In addition, 
tlie«e can also be used for establishing some interest ing 
combinatorial r e s u l t s , For example, consider the model 
p(x; - e"'' , X > o , for which 
r 1 
'^ •'* 1«1 n-i+1 
Result (1 ,8 ,1 ; then applied to moments gives 
n i l 1 ** - i 
r-1 r n-r-^ -l n r- l 
a:-
After dlaouBsing tbe recurrence relatlombetween 
mdaents of order etat ist los from an axt^itraiy dlstribtttlon. 
We now turn oar attention towarde eorae spec If ic dletributione. 
Kormal distribution has already been ooneidered in Chapter I , 
therefore* we shall not consider i t again. By the l i f e Time 
Models we mean here only Exponential, Weibull and (kmma 
distributions. Recurrence relations between moments of order 
s tat is t ics frOB Life time no dels include those of Saleh et al 
(1975), Joshi (1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1982), Khan and Khan (1985 ), 
Khan et al (1984), Balakrishnan (1980) and Khan,R. 1^.(1984). 
Sections 2.1t 2.2 and 2,3 are devoted to Exponential, 
Wieibull and Oaaana distributions respectively. 
2.1 MQBCBtM flX.Qrdgg StfttJgttffiB Iiwa BxBQJMaUal Plttrlbutiof i . 
Explicit expressions for the moaents of order s tat i s t ics 
from this distribution are available in Sarhan and Greedberg 
(1962). Saleh et al (1973) obtaia exact f inite series 
ai 
•spreeeiont for f i r s t and seooad moaents of X^.^ by direct 
lnt«graUon, while Joihl (Xr?>^  ,l979a, 1982) obtains 
rectirrenoe relatione for M .^^  and alao tabulated the 
third and fourth order mimente. 
Before diecueeing the main reeultB* we would like to 
define non^truncated* right trunoated and doibly truooattd 
exponential deneitiee. 
(1) BtBoaaAUal (apu-trwagfttttfl) 
p(x) • e** X > 0 
(2) aiKbt tryflQffctfd •aEBftOftHttiaX 
p(x) « e'*A* f 0 < X i -log ( l -P) , 
where l -P | the proportion of trunoatlon on right ie 
known* For P » I , i t reduuee to nodel ( I ) . 
(3) ltevjl?ly trttBBftfaid gTOQMatial 
p(x) • e"^(P-Q^ , -log(l-Q) jix s - log(l-P) , 
where Q ie the proportion of truncation on the right 
8.S 
of th« model ( I ) . The proportione Q and P, with Q < P, are 
aeeumed to be kiK>wn. 
'^ f^aaoym 2 . 1 . 1 . For no del (1)» 
(2.1.1) 4VD • 4-1:0-1 * ; 4Tn^ •• " " 1-2 ^ ^'-i" 
under the conre^^ns 
(2.1.2) 4 ? n " »^ 1 i r i a 
(2.1.3) / 4 l t " °* k - 1*2 , , . . , t - 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
£XftaI : (Joehl 1978) 
Define 
4^;^ " [B(r.n-r+l)l / x^-^d-e"*) e dx 
Integrating by parts by treating x '' for integration and 
d-^'*)'^'*''- e^ ^^ "*^ ^^  for differentiation, and noting that 
dx 
_ r-1 -«:(n-r^l) _ r-2 
« - G ( 1 ^ " * ) e +(rHl)(l-e"*) . 
-«(n-r+l) 
we get •* 
4\r-'^rA)i-^L<^ 
8G 
and r e l a t i o n (^ i . l . l i f o l l o w s , 
iiMggrk^. I t shomld b« noted that r e l a t i o n (2*1«1> along with 
equations (^ . l .^ ; and i; i , l ,3> g ive s moments M • l>or n •> 1, 
(1> (2J " '^^  
r e l a t i o n C^. l . l ; g ive s MJ^«, « 1# ^ * i " ^ ' 
(3i ' " t l i 1 (2i 1 
M .^j, - 6 , , . , , . For n • 2 , we ge t **x;2 * " * Mi«2 " ~ 
U> 3 (1> 3 (2> 7 
M|«2'"'" » • • • • « asid. M2 • 2 •" "* * **2 • 2 • "* # 
3^> 45 
Xhf2fff°>.. ifi'^ ffjf' c^)'^  ^^ ** r i g h t truncated exp<mential d i s t r ibut ion (2J 
(k; 1 (kj X (k-l> 
( 2 a . 4 > M^.„ . ( - ; ^'r-Kn-l -^  ^ ; ^ ^'rln 
(ki 
r <- 1, 2 , . . . . ; 1 < r < n-1 . 
and 
\ki (ki > 4r—' ' 
n.n P n»l»n—1 n n*n ' 
X 
• L - l og (1 -p; J . 
K •• X# 2« • • • • • 
where the ccx^ ventions given at equations (2«1,2J and (2.1,3> 
are followed. 
iSSS&» ^^® proof of relation (2.1.4) is analogous to the proof 
87 
of U*l*ll>* Kow, for K > 1 and 1 < r ^  n-1 
U-li -1 -n -log(l-P> k-l r-l 
r«ii o 
. (P-l+« *i e * dx 
and 
d r-1 n-r 
dx 
• n—r r-1 
Xntograting by parts, VN» get 
lk-l> n ik) 1 (k) 
(k> 
• ^rln-l^-
and th« r e l a t i o n (2 .1 .4^ f o l l o w s . To prove (a«l«S^, note that 
l or k > 1 , 
lk-l> -n - l o g d - P ; k-1 n-1 
M.,.„ » nP / X (1 -e >^ m"^ dx , 
integrating by parts and noting that 
a 8 
— C (i«e^> • * 3 • - nt l -e *> • * 
dx 
wa now 9&t 
U-l> -n fc . ^ n-1 „^ -log(l-P> 




(k; -1 (k> 
which proves the relation (2.1,5>. 
gjggfjck^ j,> similar to the casQ of Theorem 2.1 .l* Theortsn k.1.2 
(k> 
gives al l the incwsents M «^^  tor the right truncated distribution, 
&xact f inite series expressions for the f i r s t two manents of 
x^»„ are given by 5aleh et a l . (197 5>, 
r»n 
2iJ^£SSL.iJtijii• *<^*^  dcxibly truncated exponential distribution (3 ; . 
(k> k k tk-1) 
ik; (ki k k (k-l> 
n.n n»l,n-l "2 1 2 njn ' 
^ n > 2, k > 1 
U> k (k; k (k-i; J 
(2.1.8^ ^ : n - %*^ 2 - ^ : n - l **2 ^ ^I^ ^ I^'.n 
n - I 
and 
wher« 
"^  i^  3* 2 < r ^ n-1 , k > 1 
( 1 - u > 
P - g > 
and p ^ - i l - P ^ / t P - U i 
(ki P 
- 1 -n ^ r-1 
.(P-X+Q *> O • ^1 i ^ i *1 • 
Now, s e t t i n g r » n « 1 i n eq(uatlon (2«1 ,10 ; , w© have 
V 
Integrating by parts by treating x for differentiation and 
m"^ for integration* the result follows, 
f gggf A M A '4MI S2 I' o^<^ ® that 
ik-li -n P, j^  , n-1 ^ 
M„.„ - n(P-ui r^J- X* '^  (i-o-e ^) e ^ dx 
n »n Ui 
Xnteyreting &y parts* but now treating x for integration 




n , n j^ Uj 
+ n / > X (1-Q-e > e * dx - ( n - l H l - g ; 
. / . x^ (l-Q-« ^i « '^  d x l 
n k iKi ik) 
nZn 
proof of (^,1,8> I s s i m i l a r . 
Hswritlng in terms of ^n'n * ^^ s^esuit ( a . l « 7 ; fol lows. The 
(k-l> - l «a P, . . 
M^.„ - CBlr,n~r+l> J (P-u; / , , x*^  ^ h(x> dx r.n U^  
- x ^"^ -X ^'^ - x 
where h(x> « (l-w-« > (p-l+e ; e . 
The result (2.1.9^ is obtained by integration by parts and 
using that 
d r-1 n-r 
— hCx> » -na-u«« i (P-l+e"*^ > e"* 
dx 
r-2 n-r 
+ ir-l>(l-w>(l-j-e ^) (P-l+a""*; e"'^  
•X ^"^ -» n-r-1 
- <n-r>(i-P>(l-w-e >^ (P-l+e ^) e ^ 
4-1 
(Hi 
R«m§j^_JL. in order to calculate M •^ » the relations (2.1.6^« 
(k.l«7>, (.i.l.Bj and U«l«9Ji are applied successively. For 
example, for K « 1, Mj^ «t l^ ^ first oi>tained from equation (2,1 .d), 
the moments oi largest and smallest order statistics are then 
evaluated from (2,1 •?> and (;d«1.8; respectively, and finally 
equation (i*1.9j is used to obtain other momcoits. l^ ext the 
momenta for K e ^ are evaluated in the same order* and so on. 
ttere^l^^^. Balakrishnan (1960jl obtain alternative expressions 
corresponaing to the above results by using the result (uavid* 
197« p. ii49^  
n r-1 n-r-t-1 
r an r""A ^n x^k 
Following resul ts are for product momftnts. 
VSS^SSSLJtjik^* For the right truncated exponential distribution 
{2it vfe have 
U . 1 . 1 U M^,^^i.„ . M,.„ ^ C M ^ . „ . «®^*^r,r^i:n.r '^rln-l^^/^^''^ 
and 
(- i . l . l2i Mn.i,«:„ - M„.i.„ i^  M^i-^ - "^^'^n-Kn-l ^ ^^n-lln-l^ 
for 1 5 r < n-2 
where 
^r:n - o^ ^ «r:n**^ ^ / 1 < r < n 
and 0 » ( 1 - P i / F . 
SI22£« i'o prove U*X,ll/ and (2.1»12J, write M^ ..^ ^ tr«l, i, ,„n-l> 
M_ •_ r .n r-fi .n 
i •n 
•"1 •n Q r^l 
- CB(r,l,n-rO P / x(l-«**; 
o 
, e"* C /jj (P-l+«"*y; ©*y dy J dx. 
writing e"^ « (p-l"^ «*'^ > + (V»P>, and considering the two 
integrals separately* this can be written as 
where 
•1 -n w ^ r-1 
Ij^  » t Btr,l,n-r> 1 P ^^ xe * (l-e"^) ^^ n-r^ *^ ^ ^ 
-1 -tn-l; u .„ .^ r-1 
(2a.l4> l^ « r B(r.l,n-r> 1 P / xe *(l-e '*> J^ , (xi d 
y c 
and J « / Kp-l^e^y^ dy, c • n-r-1* n-r, 
clearly "^Q^^^ * w - x and for c > 1 
w C^ 'l C 
J lx> " c / ye*^(P-l+e*^; dy-x (P-l+e"''> , 
4 •') 
which follows on integration by parts by considering 
c 
(pol-h**^ ; for diffsrentiation and 1 for integration, 
iiubstituting for J^^j^^^i in l^ and simplifying, we have 
I^ o (n-rMMj. r^x»n • **r*n^ ' ^^nsequently equation 
(^ •1«13^  yields , 
U.1,15; M^ ^^ 1 •« " ^ ..-^  -*- ^^ .-•« "• ^ 9^/ ^ n-*'^  ; r - 1, 2, ...n-l r, r-rx^ n r^n r«n « 
where I^ is 9iv<m by equation (2,1,14J. Evaluating I^ in a 
manner similar to I. # we get 
« ® *^*r,r-|.i:n-l " ^rln-l^ •' r - 1, 2,,,. n-2 
' 2 - ' 
" ® ^^ ^ n-i:n.l - ^n-lUi-1^ '* "^ " '"^' 
and the resnilt follows from equation (2.1 .ISK 
Following theorem gives recurrence relation for M_ • 
r, s»n 
when s-r > d . 
l&SSISi-ijixS* "^or 1 < r < s < n and s-r > 2 
(2.1.16> M^^3.„ - M^^,.i.„ * CM^.„ - n0(M^^,.^, . *^r,s.i:n.l^V 
and for 1 < r < n-2 
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prgof. The proof o£ t h i s theorem i s s imi la r t o t ha t of prec«cUlng 
theoreetu Juatting 
^ "* «»3 
^^ s-r-1 Q . „ . „ S T - 2 . 
c • o 
c / yC« -"^  - « ' i (P-l^-e ' ) e ' dy 
- U - r * l i / yi©*^- e*^; (P-l+e"*^i e*^ dy, c > 1 
x* 
I3 - t a ( r .« - r ,n -»+l> 1 P /^ x<l - eT^) 9"^ **n-s+l^^^ ^^' 
(2.1.16> . (n - s^ l ; ^ ' ^ r^ s ln - **r,»-i:n^' 1 < r < 3 <t n 
^ « 9 L «*tr, «-r#n-«4'l> 3 P 
- 1 - (n*lJ Q , ^ r ^ l . , 
n-8 
(2.1.19; « 
«® ^^r,s : i». l - **r,»-i:ii-i^ ' 1 < r < s i n 
»® ^" **r:n-l - **r,n.i:i i-l^ ' 1 < r < s -n 
wtt can wri te 
r . n 3 4 
Equations(2.1.13; and (2.1.20) then give 
4.) 
whera 2 i s given by equation ( 2 a « 1 9 ; . Equation (2,1.16i and 
<2»1.17> now follow imnediately• 
^jgjf¥»j|t • ^^^ *^^ exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n lease P « 1>, compact 
and e x p l i c i t expreesions for means, var iances and co-variances of 
order s t a t i s t i c © are available* for example, see Greenberg and 
&»arhan (1962> • For t h i s case, theorem 2 .1 .4 and 2 .1 .5 yie ld the 
following sintple and elegant recurrence r e l a t i o n s I 
^ r , r * i : n - ^ t n * '^rln ^ ^""'^^ ' 1 < r ^ n-1 , 
and M- - . „ • M_ . . , ._ •¥ M_._ / (n-»+l> , 1 c r < s < n , 
S^flti8t|.CS 
Liablein (1955; obtained exact and explicit expressions for 
moments of Order statistics from weibuXl distribution. But his 
results involve ext^msive use of ganana functions. This problaiB 
is averted by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a> by establishing a 
recurrence relation. This Ais further generalized and modified 
by Khan at ai. (.1983a, 1984> , Product moments aire also considered 
by Khan et al, (1983b>, 
4u 
Nontruncated and Truncated welbull models can be defined 
as follows 
(1) Montrvincated walbuXl model 
£ jjP-1 ^-xP/5 p(x) m - x*"^  e ' , X > o , p, 9 > o 
e 
(2> Doubly truncated weibull model 
p(x> • —«—.-M—M. - log(l-Q> < x*^  < -log(l-PJ,p > o 
P « Q 
P P 
Where '^l • * ioC^^-Q^ # Pj^  » - log(l-P> 
1 - Q 1 - P 
Q„ « — • . « . eu:id P n • *•——•»«« 
^ P - w P - U 
"EtiSSESSrmijt^tk • ^^^ nontruncated i^eibull distribution ilh 
ih) (k> n-1 
U.4C,l; M .^_ - M^  1'.wi * ^ ^ > J,,tn-r-»-l,r-l> 
r,n r<-l»n-i , K 
where 
U,4.U) Jj^  (a,b> - /Q X "^*^  I exp(-x^/3; I ll-e'"'^'^ J dx 
Davii and shu (ijavld, 1^78. p.249> have shown that for an 
xxbijurary distribution with cdf P(x> , 
n r-1 n~r+l 
with F .^(x; • 1 tor all x so that (2.2,3J Is true for r - I 
o»n 
as well, iurther, tor any arbitrary distribution we have (see 
Theoretn 1.3,3^ 
UU.^i (r-U F^ .^ (x> ^ (n-rU; F^.i.„(x; . n Vun-l^^^ 
Th«n on sxAostituting for ^xi-'l'n^^^ ^^*^^ (2 ,3 .4^ i n equation 
( 2 .^ .S i we g«t 
a»l r - l n-r-«-l 
r n^ r*i an*"! r*"* 
Mow with P(xi as i n model (Ii« w« have (for exarttple see 
farzen« 1960« p,212^ 
(ky tX) x-1 
M-._ « k /_ X 1 1 - P^»„(x<> 1 dx 
lk> n - l °o ^^, -vPyR n-r+1 
i 2 . 2 . 6 . - A ^ . i : ^ i ^ ( ^ i > 'o'^ ^«^^« ^ ' 
. C l . e - - " ^ 3 ' ' ' d x 
on using ik.^t.S^. 
ror b > 1 « consider the integral 
J«-l _-J> *» a _ D ^  b 
. C .-'^'^ 3* I 1 - .--^^ j,,U,b> « r X L • ^  • "^ 3 dx 
(2,^.7/ « jj^ la,b-i; - Jj^  («+l,b-l> 
By writ ing [ l - e ' ^ ' ^ J as f l - e ' ^ ^ J G L - « " ' ^ ' ^ 3 and 
s p l i t t i n g the i n t e g r a l i n t o two. Also 
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P *^  
rhus Jj^ (a«o>, a > 1 # can be calculatad by using ganma 
function. The function J^(a«b> for b > I can now be obtained 
by using eqiuation {.d,2ml) recursively. In this notation 
ecjuation {,4.,i,6i can be written as 
(k; (k> n»l 
This completes the proof of the theorem, 
(k; 
ififg^i* starting with Mj^ .j^ - ^ J,jU,0>, equation (2,2.9j 
enables us to obtain all the single moments of order statistics 
from a two - parameter weibull distribution. An advantage of 
this method is that it avoids the usage of gamna function to a 
great extent. 
?^ ?ffffygffii Iffij^ j^ * ^o^ a doubly truncated weibull distribution, (2>. 
U> k (k; k (k-p; 
uu.ioj Mi.„ . 2^% - Vi:n.i *--^:n 
np 
Ck> (k> (k; k (k-p> 
Proof (Khan et al. 1983ai . For model iZ) 
\ ^ 
Lr ^'^^ . . P 4. - X p(x) . 
^ p 
irtittlng the value o£ l l - P ( x ) l i n t o ( 1 . 7 . 3 J , we get 
(kj k P, K-1^ n-1 , 1-p 
^ : n " "1 • ^^  Q^ ^ Cl-P(x>3 C-P2 p ^ 3p(xJ dx 
(k> k k P, k-p 
n - l 
. [l^k^ixO p(x) dx . 
Thus, i n view of ( i . 7 , 3 > , 
(k; k (k> k (k-p> 
np 
Xhus r e s u l t ( 2 . 2 . 1 0 ; i s proved. 
i!£2SJl«l2£-.iiA^:iiii • ^" v^ ®** <^ * Theorem 1 . 7 , 2 , we get 
(k> (k> 
**r:n *" ^ r - i : n - l 
n-1 P, > t - l . r-1 n-r , 1-p 
n-1 n-2 P, k - 1 ^ r-1 n-r 
. -p <r-l^*^ ' * C P ( X ; 3 C 1-P(x; 3 dx 
' n - r ^ * '^ l 
x^  nt P^ k-p ^ ^r-1 ^ . n - r 
np i r - i ; t (n-r>I % 
+ — . - / * X (^P(x> j L l -Ptx> J p(x>dx, 
<k> 
Using the d e f i n i t i o n of M^.^ # we obtain 
r .H 
f)' 
uoing the recurrance reXaticm (X«3«i; 
{K) (k> Oc^ 
(Ki (K^  U> k (k-p> 
R«suXt (2.2,XX> i s proved. 
^S£filldi:X~i* ^n ^^^^ ^^ (Z,2,10) and (it.i.XXi, I t can b« shovm 
t h a t 
(k; k k k (k-p) 
i^:x - "a ^ x - ^2h "l^in 
lk> (k> k k (k-p> 
«>^ ^n4n - *^ 2 ^n-XUi-X • **2 X^ "^  ^ * ^ : n ' 
Rfpffk ^ . ResuXts given in Saction a.X for (^ubXy truncated 
exponwitiaX (iistri iaution can b« obtained by s e t t i n g p « 1 in the 
abov® reXat ions . 
$heojrfna...J;^ iy.ti^ , For a weibuXX dla t r ibut ion^ (X> 
(k-p> p 
(2.a.X6j M_._ « • c^,„ J. ^ ( n-r-fX,r-X ) r«n rt r«n K#p 
X < r < n 
where "* * 




a n d C-.*.* *• •'»«•-""••-"•••---•"•'• 
p£g^ (Khan 0t aX. 198 4i . 
note that £or Meihull dlatrltmtlon 
(a.a.ie^ pU) • f x^"^ t i-p(x> J 
wo have, 
(k-p) CO ^.„ X"*l i**r 
r»n r»n o 
• - ^^'r, ' « x ' * fPixi} Ll-P(xiJ dx , 
i n view of i2,i.lQ) and hence the r e s u l t C2*2*17>. £iow. 
J. (a,b> » / X* * rP(x>J (X'PU)} dx 
x»p x«P 
which is obtained by expraaslng CPtx> j** as C P C X ^ l^^Cl-U-PCxi 
and splitting th& integral into t«fO» Also* 
Jj^ p^(a,oi - /^ x^*^ ^-axP/© ^ 
1 0 k/t> , 
(2,a.20i * * - ( - . ) JKy^ 
p a 
Therefore (2«2a€> alongwith (2«2.19> and (a.2,20> can be 
used to c^tain inoments of any order for all r / 1 < r < n , 
^'d 
RffjiyK^ ^^ I. It can b« 9««n that reauXt (2.2.IS) has two advantages 
over (2.2.li. 
ii; It includes the case of aiofnents of negative orders as well, 
Ui> It Involves one sequence to be recursively computed while 
(2,4^ .1J reciuires boUi the M*Q and J*s to be computed 
recursively, 
Rgwark^ jt* Besides obtaining negative order moments* Theorem 
(2«2.3> is also helpful in establishing some important identities, 
To obtain the main result, we require the follotding lemma ! 
iffSffifi-i* ^''^^ ^ i *• i ** » 
(2,2.21> Jj, ^ ( n - r + l . r - l > - r (. , H - 1 ) J^ „ (n- i+ l ,o> X,p ^ , 1-1 X,p 
r r-1 r-i 
 
i - i l 
££S2ll* ^^® <=<^  ^* e a s i l y e s t a b l i s h e d by not ing the re la t ionsh ip 
J^ „ (a ,b i « J. ^ (a ,b- lJ - J. „ ( a + l , b - l J 
*v# p K# p K, p 
giv«m i n (2 .2«19 i • 
llJS2liSi«iAiaiji ^oi^  0 - 1 , and 1 < r < n , 
r r-1 r - i - 2 r - 1 
( 2 . ^ . 2 2 ; c . r ( ; (-i> tn-i+l> « r (n-i+l> 
Prgof. At k « 2 , p • 1 , we have from Sarhan (1954; 
r -1 
M_..„ m t ( n-i4>l ; 
"^•"^  i-1 
fu') 
l'here£ore« from fhtsoreri; id.,dm3), 
r -1 
X 
using Lemna 1 and notin^ ; that J^j^(a,o> « -^ * 
we g&t, the result, 
Ihga^Si-i^jiiaSa i o^ i i ' ^ i n and e « l , 
r r - 1 r - i - 3 r -2 r - 1 2 
^ • " l - l ^"•'- 1-1 1-1 
tSSSii* "® ^ ^ * **- p •» 1# from Sarhan (1954) 
r - 1 2 
x^n 3 ,1 ^^j 
Rearranging the terms and noting that. 
2 , ( a , o > •> -^ , we get the result. 
Th«^£em^2j^6. For doubly truncated weibull distrihution, (2;. 
(2.2.24> M^^3.„ « M^^3.i.^ - — ^ J **r,8:n.l • '^ r,«-i:n.l ' 
4. ——»«-"» M_ .•« / 1 * r ^  e < n 
pln-e+l> '^ •••" 
s-r > 2 . 
££22l-iSlJ«2-fS-^-ii2ilfe2 • ^or model (2;, we have 
r: ": 
idUUSi 1 - P(xJ * - P,^  + - y p(y> . 
^ P 
Putting this value of f l-.p(y> 1 in Theorem (1.7.3^, we get 
(j.K> (j,k; , P, P, J Jc-1^  r-1 
'^ r^ aln " ^ r^-Un * S,8-i:n ^ ^Q^ 'x '^  ^ '^^ '^ ^ ^  ' 
s - r - 1 n-8 1 1-p 
.rplyJ-Plx>3 Ll.Pty^l t -P-^-y p(y>i 
^ P 
,p(x; dy dx. 
1 Pi Pi J ^"^^ ^ '^ l 
« p^ «.»•»»»» c • k/ / X V "^  1 , 1 . - . : (p(x>3 
S"»i>»l n—s 
.CPly;-P(x>3 &-P<y^3 plx> dy dx . 
* C ^ , . . ^ / ^ J / ^ ' X y LP(x|] . 
pCn'S-t-i; 
»-»r<»l n-8 
. ( P ( y i - P ( x i l t l -P<yO p(x)p(y)dydx. 
That i s . 
(J*ki (J,K> nPj ^ (j#Jt> (J*Ki 
^r ,8 ;n • **r,8-i:n * n-s+l r*"'**-! * '^r, s - l :n- l * 
k <J,k-p> 
p (n-8+ i ; ^ ' • • " 
Thus r e s u l t (^•2.24J i s proved. 
C2£fiUftPC-i» Following the c o r o l l a r i e s (1 .7 .3 .1> and t l , 7 . 3 . 2 ; 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , we get 
n^) 
( i i For o * t+l « Th9or«fn (2 .2 ,6; reduces to 
(2.^*26/ **r, r*l Sn (n»r> 'rtn '**r,r-»-x:n-l " '*r:n-l ' ' 
(J.k-p> 
~ - 7 r^,r.XU. ' ^.-.--^ n > 3 
(11 > For r «• i f l and 0 » n# (2,2»2ii r«d«ices to 
tj/k> Ij^k) k ( j j (j+kj 
(2.2.27i M„.i^„j„ - M„,^ j„ • nP, L J»i M „ . i ^ x - ^n- i :n . l ) 
k y,k-p> 
* : V i , i i : n '• " ^ ^-
^ggjflF-rJr* I£ we pat p « 1 In the above e3qpresal<») we get 
corresponding results £or the ejqponentlal distribution • For 
non«>truncated case one has to put P » 1« Q • o , Ejipresslons 
for exact and e>qpllclt product room«at with J « k » 1 can be 
ol>talned In i>l«bleln (195Si • 
2*3 &SSMi ?l',flf£4ffMg*« 
A random variable X having probability density 
U) p(x> ^-x ^a*l y I ^  a > 0 
X > 0 
Is said to be Gamma random variable* Its general form Is 
# fi , Q. > (J , X > 0 p{x) m c X**^  ^"P^ 
nr. 
whttTtt c i s a nojcmalizing c o n s t a n t * 
F u r t h e r aasuraci t h a t a i s known and £or s i m p l i c i t y pu t a •> 1 • 
Und«r t h l a c t^adi t ion 
(2> p*(x^ . - I xP*^ p(x> 
(kj 
Mggfg]^« Qupta U960i o b t a i n e d expreaa ion f o r ^^^^ when a l a 
an i n t e g a r . Kr i shn iah and R i sv i (1967i c^ta int td s i m i l a r exprasa ions 
£or a gena ra l va lue o i a • Tables of moments f o r s e l e c t e d va lues 
of n* c, a and k a r e giv«m by B r e i t e r and Kr i shn iah (1968) and 
Oipta (196Q>. 
J o s h i (1979b> o b t a i n e d r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n when a i s an 
i n t e g e r . He sriowaithat h ighe r o r d e r moments of \*^ can be 
o b t a i n e d front t h o s e of t h e lonrer o r d e r . Khan and Khan (1983; 
cons ide red gcmere l iaed gamma d i s t r i b u t i o n and o b t a i n e d r ecu r r ence 
r e l a t i o n oettieen i t s moments. The few p a r t i c u l a r oases of t h i s 
p « ^ r a r e of g r e a t i n t e r e s t * 
!^MW?l"Wiu, Msl • *<=** *^® gamma d i s t r i b u t i o n , ( 1 ) . 
(ki ik) __ k a - 1 (t-t-k-fti 
n t - o ' • " ^ t l ( a . 3 . 1 ) M^.^ . ^ r - i r n - l * f* ^ I ^ . L ^rlnA 
k « l , 2 . , . , / l < r < n . 
Under t h e ccmventions 
(o ; 
r»n » •• 
(k> 
**o#t * ^ • k • 1 , 2 , , . , . ; t • o, ^ 
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Py9ff iJ9fhi* 1979bi. For aodel U i 
Let 
a-1 . r - l 
J-o 
^ C&-1 _,^  . ^n-r+1 
UMHA 
, a»l - x J r»2 a-1 - x J . n-r 
h (x> - t i - r « X /J I 3 C t « X /J V J 
J»o j»o 
""X tt*"! c.""l ""X J 
. ( • X / ( a - l > l ) fntl - I • X / j l ; - ( r - l v 3 . 
and 
(;i.3.2J M .^„ - M ^ i . „ . i « (^1^ f^x hMx> dx . 
V 
Xntttgratiny ( i . 3 , a ; by parts, by treating x for dlffer€mtlati<MJ 
and hUx> for integration, we have 
iKi Iki n-1 k-I 
^r:n - ^ r - i : n . l * " *r-l^ 'o ^ ^^""^ '^ 
n-1 k-1 ocl _, ^ r-l 
• X tj^ j^ > ;^x ( 1 - r o ' ^ V / j ' > j»o 
a-1 -X J n-r a-1 -x t 
. ( r e X / j ' ) ( r e x AIJ dx. j*o t»o 
Taklny the axm over t outside the Integral sign, multiplying and 
devldlng by fa , and Integrating term by tezm we get 
r)h 
which prov«« the result* 
lifwgfj^ .,,1. Helation (2.3 •!> •xpressas the rth order moment of 
^r*n ^" terma of rth order moment of \^i'w.! «hc^  lower order 
moments of x_._ . In parti oil art it gives the mean of x. . in 
r•n X aM 
terms of laamente of orders - (a->li#****« -1 of x, «^  ; the 
A a u 
second «K>i»ent of X, • in tezms of fBOfoents of orders 
- ( a«2> , . . . , "X, 0, 1 of K^,^ e t c . 
§8fffffil^ .i I • ^«no e3q>ressions are obtained by Khan et al« (1983a> • 
Mow %#e turn our attention towards general!seed gannta d i s t r i -
bution which s a t i s f i e s relation U>• Before establishing the 
main r«suli;« two ieramas are tu be proved, 
feWift^ii • ^'^^ ^^"^ arbitrary distribution, 
**.- • • « • ^^'r, » l < r < 8 < n « r# 8 cU r n^ «. • «• 
itCii^* *^® have fron the definition* 
U*o> j o i <ji 
X«»^n r «n s an r n^ r ^ n 
|t2S9ft.J. For any arbitrary continuous distributicm 
n-Hti-fl fi-s ij#3c> r r^ io n-s s - i - l (J,k; 
s«r+l '^^ r ,» .n i.ia«i-^i n-in-r s - r - l "r^San 
n (j> (kJ 
*" m^^  ^r:n-m ^ & i , 1 < r < n-1 , 1 < m < n-r . 
r^j 
girgol* £im proof for J « k • 1 can be found In Joahl Mid 
BalaKrishnan (X982; • i^ or J* K > 1 the r«milt can be proved 
on the same l ines* 
I22SS£8£Li^ju^• ^^^ ^^^ ccmtinuous distributicm with 
U,3.4> p lx> - - ^ px pU> 
we have 
n (K-p*l,p-li (K-p+li (K-pi n {k-p*l,p-l> 
» .r ^'••^ fp *^ * ««i«r r*i ,« .n 
PrggI• iKhan a«d Khan, 1983i• we have 
Ik; -^ ic ^ ^r-X^ ,_n-r 
^r;n * S : n ^o* & *^^ -^  ll-t^(x>J p(x> dx 
U . 3 , 6 ; . - - ^ ^ / X [pCxJ ] Cx-P(xJ 3 p*(x>dx 
P^ "-
i n view oi u .3 .4> • 
Integrating i2»2,6i by parts by treating p ix) for 
integration and the res t of integrand for differentiat ion, we get 
(ki (k-p+1) (k*p) (-*,3.7; M .^^  - ~ M j^„ + J^ - J^ . 
where 
tvi) k-p+1^ *>*2„ n-r ^ 
(2 .3 .8; Jj^  . (t^l> c^.^ /^x [P(x>3 Cl-^ix;3 p^U) dx 
and 
4 r.n o 
<?^  k-p+1 ^ r - l n-r«l , 
£lote, that. 
Bi ) U 
^ p-1 
( ? , . 3 a o i Pp f^ y ply^ dy • p(x> 
Xhus i n view ol i 2 , 3 . a ; and ( 2 . 3 a o ; 
oOiXp x-p+1 p-1 "x*^^^ , n - r 
Jj^  m ir-l iC^jj^ 'o^c* ^ frtx>J UL-P(x>J p(x>p(y)dydx . 
n-r 
How t 1 - ^ixi 0 can be expressed as 
n-r n-r n-r ^  J ^ ^^~^ 
(2,3ai> f i-p(x; 3 » t ( >C^<y>-«'txj J L a.-p(y> i . 
l«o i 
rherefore, 
n-r (Jc-p+l,p-i; n (k-p-^l^p-l) 
s io i i lar ly 
n (k-p+l ,p- lJ 
(k) U-p^- l ,p - i ; (k-p4-l> (k-p> n l k - p + l , p - i ; 
n (k-p+l ,p-l> 
"s«r+l '^'"•'^ 
n ( k - p + l , p - i ; (k-p+l> (k-pi n (k-p+i ,p- l> 
s . ^ r , s . n ^p r .n ^ ^ r - l , 8 , n 
aokd hence the result-
ita§j|rk_|-. The result is valid for x <. 0 if pixi is an even 
function. 
i2£2iiS£Jt-i • ^'c^<^9'^ the condition l2i 
Bi 
^'*'^*^^'' r -1 ( p - l , l c - p + i ; r - l ( k - p + l , p - l j 
£ l8S i* *^»ttlng in • 1, J • )c»p*l, )c • p-1 and r • r-1 in 
Jbanma (2># we get 
n tk-p+l ,p- l> r*l (k-jH-lfP-l) <k-p+l) (p-l> 
(^ .3 .13 ; ^ ^ / r - l , » : n * f^^  *^l,r:n - '^^r-irn-X ^ : i 
Add (2 .3 •$> and (i«3*X5; a f t«r noting t h a t 
r-1 (J,k> r^l (k,j> 
S . 1 ^ ' • • " i - 1 ^•*^*'» 
to g«t thtt d«sir«d rosult* 
ffffiiriS,)if* Sine* gan^ralisBOd gamma dixtributlon can be 
particularized for several distributions by setting different 
values for f! and p in (a«3.4>. The few particular cases are 
given below. 
(i> Put /^  •* ^« p * 2 # then (2.3•4; reduces to 
t 
P (X> m <m X. p ( x > 
a coaditi<»n considered i n Theorem (1*4*8>. 
( i i> Put p - 1 « ( » I 0 then 
G i^ 
p(x> m 9"^ (an exponential d i s t r ibu t ionJ 
it'rem ki,3^5i, w« have 
n (kfOi (k - l i n (K,o> 
^l^^'r.BUi - ^''rln ^J;r^r.i,.:n 
This in view o£ Lenma I« reduces to 
(k> (k-li (k; 
(i.3»14> tn-r+l> *i^ .j^  « k M^.^ + (n-r+1) ^ r^ijn 
using the recurrence relation (1«3*1> 
iKi ik) ik.) 
(2,3.1S; (n-r> M^.^ * r M^^^.^ - n M^.^.^ 
tM get 
(k; k (k-l> (k^ 
12.3.16 > *^r:n * " **rUi "*' ' ^ r - l l n - l ' ® r e l a U o n given in 
rheorero 2 .1 .1 • 
Also, from (2.3.14^ a t k « 1 * 
1 
'^rln - **r.i:n ' ~ l 
s imi lar ly 
1 .n o .n « . * 
n + i 
Adding (2.3.17i« a f t e r noting t h a t M^^Q ** ^  ' ve get 
t) 
r 1 
^t*n " ^ —-—— ; a relation given by 
* i«il (n-i+l> 
<^ arhan (1954>. 
( i i i> l»ut p « i , ^ - I » th«i 
p(x> m I e~*/* , X > o , 
This i s pdf of Q(| , 1> or Chi-»^ar« with 2 DF. in this 
case* vie get 
(ic> 2k (k-XJ (k> 
( 2 . 3 , 1 8 ^ M„._ « — ^.-••, • ^rwl • « - ! 
it • » _^  r ell r*"i •ii"»i 
n 
An expression similar to (2.3.1>. 
(iv; Put p » -i# f » 1# t»ien 
a ^ 2 
p(x> » - 2 - e** , X > 0 , 
Thii» is callad error function. The relation in this 
case at k « 2 is given as 
n n 1 
^|. r.s.n j ^ ^ r«l,sai ^ 
B l 
Chapter 111 
Aiteir d«aXiQ<g with l i f « tiro« models wm would l ike to turn 
our attention towards the incofna models. By income models we 
mean here only two d m s i t i e s , l o y i s t i c and pareto. 
^section 3.1 i s devoted to the l o g i s t i c distribution and 
3.2 to the pareto distr ibut ion. 
3.1 «S55B4f-Sl.i2fli»MS-2^Sf-5i*i4S$4Sfi • * «»o^«^ defined as 
(i> p(x; • ^-rr-^ • < * < 
(1 + e *>^ 
is said to be logistic density function. 
Its svnmetric truncated density can be defined as 
1 e"* 1-Q 1-w 
p(x> - 1 — — -«—-.--• , -. Xog(-—*> < X < l o g ( ~ ; 
' (l-2u> (1+e ^ }* Q U 
Q , elsewhere 
where w iu<Q<^J is the proportion of truncation on either 
side of the standard logistic distribution (case Q -—^oi. 
X 
I£ P(x> • / p(xi dx« then we see that 
-^1 
[]b 
id) pixi m I (l-2g>P(xi tl«p(x>UQQ2 * *^l i ^ ^ ^i 
o « elsewhere 
where Q^ • -log f (1-uV u) and u^ " U-Q>/ (1-2Q> . 
It is clear that all odd order mcmients of X are zero. 
However* even order mocRenta have to be evaluated by numerical 
Inteyration• 
ii^ xact elements and percentage points o£ the order statistics 
are given by Gupta and Shah (1965K Shah (1966« 1970i obtained 
many recurrence relations for single as well as product moments 
of order statistics, Explicit finite series expressions for the 
moments of order statistics from doubly truncated logistic 
distribution by tarter (1966J are <|uite involved and difficult 
to uae. italakrishnan and Joshi (1983a> obtained a few 
interesting recurrence relations. In another p«^>er (1983b; 
they tabulated means* variances and convariances of order 
statistics for some selected choices of Q in samples of sizes 
j;c j 0 • Hesults of related interest may also be f^ xind in 
Khan et al (19ti3a; and Khan KU (1934j. 
SliSSUS-iai^i • *®^ » » ^ i » ^ ^ J f ^ n ao*^  k « 1, 2.,,. 
: ) i > 
•C*^r:n-l""'*r-i:n-l^ 
wh«r<« notations ar« followed from (2>• 
P£gg£, (£ialak.irishnani^l9b3a> • Define 
U-l> u, k-1 r*l n-r 
Upon ttubiitituting for pix) from equation iZ) and spl i t t ing the 
integral into two* we get 
(K-l> 
Q, k-1 r ^n-r+l 
where I^ » f J- x fPix)} [l-Ptx)J dx 
u, k-1 .-.'^•l-r , -.n-*" 
and I.. - / * X [PUiJ tl-^'txij dx 
k<»l Integrating by parts l:^  treating x for integraticm and rest 
of the integrand for differcmtiatlon we can write X. as 
l^ - Cin-r+l^/^^ x'^  (pix)} (1-P(x0 pix^dx 
^1 . k r,..„.-»^'"^r, . . .-i""^*^ 
1^ 
- r /^* x [P(x>j [l-P<xO p(xJdx I / k 
(;7 
I . - ! (n+l; / ^ x^ C^tx>3 G - ^ U i ) p(x> dx -
- r r, x^ {it>U)l Cl«P(x>j p(x>dx I / k 
(k> (k; 
li«xt conaidttr l^. integrating by parts as b«£or« and following 
(ki k (k> k 
tha conventions ^^i*^ • % *°** '^ ©•t * ^ "^^ ^°'" ^  ^  » , 
we s«e that 
iki (k> 
I^ . B(r,n.r*lH M^.„.;^ - Vltn-l^ "/ ^  • 
substituting the above expressions for Ij^ and I^ in equation 
(3.1,li and simplifying* Theorem 3.1,1 follows. 
R^gyk 1» This theoreca allows us to to calculate all the 
kk> Kki 
otoraents Mj^ .j^ j^^  starting from M^.J^ in a reotrsive manner. 
Wote tliat due to synmetry about origin, M^.^^j^ « (-1> **n-r+2:n+l 
and only half the moments have to be evaluated. In additi(m 
(2; 
M. .. » o t and we cmly need M^*i in order to obtain the means 
and variances of all order statistics (Oalakrishnan and Ooshi, 
1983b;. 
ggmgfk^jf* Similar r e s u l t i s obtained by Khan e t e l . (1983a;. 
Khan mi (1984; has also obtained a few i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s of 
this kind. 
GB 
TtMioran 3 . 1 ^ » For n > 2 « 
1 (2> 
U'ZQ) 
and for n > 3 ; l < r * n-2 , 
tn+lJ r (2) 
r , r * l , n + l (n-r+i; r , r + l . n ^^j^ r+i .n^-i 
* ; ; : ; : T I : ^ ^ «^^"2<**r,r*i;n-r4ti^ 
££2S£* *«>^  i i *• i ""i » '^ ^ ^«^« 
o 
*^r:n r in r + l . n 
^r 
^l .% " _ * ^ l o „ n - r - l 
,r+XUJ i g '*x ^G'^ *^^ ^ [X-P(y>3 p(xJp(yMydx . 
w, _ r-X „ Q, n«r-X 
'r,r-»-x:n -Uj^ 
Mow, conalder th« IntegraX 
•J^ n—r—X 
" - x^ [^ - ^*y^ 3 p<y> dy 
» U-2u> r^ "^  pty> [X-P(y0 dy + QQj /j,^(X-P{y>) dy 
On iftding •qcitation (a;« Letting 
Jj^  •» \ L 1-P(yj> J dy , we 89e that 
Now considering J, and integrating by parts* we 
inmcKiiately get 
(3,1.6^ J^«^ 
Wj^  • X ; k B o 
»t x^ y&-^^y^3 p(y>dy - x[l-P(x>J ; k > 1 
;9Ub8titutin9 the es^ressions for «'jj»r.«.i» ''n-r ^^^ 
J . from equation (3.1,6>$ in equation <3.X.S> gives 
i> B> (l-2w;Un-r>/^^ yCi-P(y>l p(y>dy-xCl-P<x;l 
Q, n-r n-r+1 
-(n-r+l; / "^  yKl-P(y^J p(yMy + XI1-P(X^I I 
* uu^ J ln-r-l> /^  ^ yCl-P^y>-l p(y>dy - x(l-P(x;J J 
for 1 i I" S '^ "•'^  » '^^ d 
D « (l~2uM /^^ y piyJdy - x(l-P(y> 1-2 /^^ y[l-P(y;3 
2 
pvy>dy + xC i-P(x> J } •#• QQj*^! *" *^ 
71) 
for r m n*l. Equation (3.1,2V and (3«X.3J now follow on 
substituting for a in equation (3•1.4; and simplifying the 
resulting expression. 
aeggrk^. For the untruncated case (Q -—# o), equations (3,1.2) 
and (3.1.3; can be combined and ret^ced to a much simpler form 
given by 
(n+lj r (2> 1 
**r,r*i:n^l- ^ZllZ t*^r,r*i:n ' ~ ^t^lln^l' " ^ *^ r:n 3 
which has be«a) proved by Shak (1966). 
K«mgrii_2. i^or any arbi t r t t t ry cont inuous d i s t r i b u t i o n synsnetric 
about ze ro , we have 
' " i , i U " ^ ' ^ ^ ^'r^s-.n • ^ 'n-e+Un-r+l ' .n 
(bquat ion (1«4.14> and Thsorecri 1 . 4 . 1 ) . Along wi th t h e s e r e s u l t s , 
Xhioretr. 3 , 1 , 2 glv©«; t h e moments ^_, ^^t •^ , 1 ^ t < n -1 • This 
i o s u f f i c i e n t t o r t h e e v a l u a t i o n of a l l t h e p roduc t mcstnents 
M^ „._ s ince t h e remaining moments, M^ « .^ f o r s - r > 2 , can 
r« s .n " r# s .n . -
be c a l c u l a t e d by u s ing t h e r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n s (see Theor«n 
1.3.3> 
( 3 . 1 , 7 ; (r«l> ** , + (a-r> M - ^ , _._ + (n-s+l> u , 
r# • .n r~A« s •» r"»l«S"! .n 
•^ r - l , 8-1 . n -1 
71 
RjMgjTk^^. Balakrishnan and Joshi (X983bJ have tabulated all 
the above moments* Khan HU (1964j has also obtained similar 
relations* 
•^** t^S£J^Sl.£££S^.9£^£.S£SS4S^S£ • ^ random variable 
X having density function 
p(x> • va^ x*^ *^"^ ^ , X > a > o 
V > O , 
i s sa id t o have Pareto d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
I£ we put a " 1« then« we ge t 
Hi pU> - vx"^''*^'' , X > 1 
ixmbly truncated Pareto distribution can be defined as 
0 , X < C;^  
(2> P(xi m"^ (l-W-x'^i/^p.^^ , Wj^  i 3C ^  Pj^  
y^ 1 , X . Pi 
where w and 1-P (a < P> are respectively the proportic«&s of 
the truncation on left and right, we assume that P and Q are 
known, t^e also assume that 
12 
**o:t - ^1 • t > 1 
In the nontruncatad cas« fsee Hi} exact and explicit 
expr«ssions for single as well as product mooients are available 
and are discussed in detail by many authors* see* for example* 
Downton (19S4^, Kalik (1966>* Kabe (1972> and Huang (1975j. 
Moreover* Hunng (1975> has given v > i/ (n-r+li as the 
condition for the existence of M-«- » therefore* when v > k * 
r mml 
(k> 
in which case we see that Mj,*, e x i s t s , Balakrishnan and 
Joshi (1962> established the recurrence relations which could 
be used to ccxr.pute the f i r s t k single moments o£ a l l order 
s t a t i s t i c s and the product moments as wel l . In particular* i f 
V > 2* their relations allow us to <ivaluate the means* variances 
and covariances of a l l order s t a t i s t i c s for any sample s i z e . 
All th«t following resul ts are for equation (2>. 
2lJg2£2S-ajijii« ^ot n > 2 * k - 1* 2, 
(k> k (kJ 
(3 .2 .1 ; (nv-k. M .^^  « nv I P^^ . Q^ M^. , .„ .p 
g£92|. (Balakrishnan and Joshi* 1982>• Define 
—1 -•n r—1 
n-r -(v+i; 
• (P-l+X > V X « *^1 i '^  - *^1 
for n > 2 « this gives 
(K> -n P, k-1 n-1 -V 
M«.« « nv(P«Q> / X d-Q-x"" ; X dx 
writing x"^ • - (w- l i - tl-w-x""^^ «md sp l i t t ing up th« 
integral accordingly into t%iK> we get 
iiU.2i *i„.„ . - n v ( Q / ^ I - A^J 
P . i 
where At • /J" x C^^^i 3 dx # 1 » n-1, n. 
k—1 Integrating by parts by treating x for integration and 
I Ptx; I tor differentiation we get 
K (k> 
A » t Pj^  - M . I / k , 
Upon substituting for A^ i^ and A^ in equation {3,k,,2) and 
simplifying, the result fol lows. 
il}22£2i-l.*ibi» o^*^  n > 4^  , 1 < r < n-1 and k«l, i , , 
(kj (k; (k> 
(3.^,3> (nv-k> M .^^  - nvCP^ M^.„,^ - Q^  '^r-lln-l ^ 
, (k; (kj (k> 




P£29l* '^ ®^ proof of t h i s theoreoi i s analogous to the proof 
of rheorcm 3.^*1. 
£lSgA£ll.l* starting from 
loglQ^/t>2> / tP-w> , k - V 
V K K 
obtained by direct integration* eq(uations (3«2«li and (3 .2 .3; 
enable us to calculate a l l the s ingle moments of order 
s t a t i s t i c s , except when k « nv. Further, i t i s possible to 
have a situation with k « nv, for example, when v •> g , k «! 
and n « 6 . For th i s case equation (3»2«1> and (3•2*3; i 
ifiomediately yie ld 
r 
2^5) ^r-i:n.l 
l?2 ^ 1 ^ 0 * IT • n 
*'2^r:n.l/Q2 ' 2 i r < n - l 
equations (3.4;,li, (3.2,3>, (3.2.4J and (3.2.3J now allow us 
(k> (k> 
to evaluate a l l the moments except M »^« and M, •« • 
n ^n X ^ n 
HmnjjU^ k^ j^ , These results fire also obtained by Khan et al 
C1983a> • J^ or nontruncated case one may refer to Malik (1966> 
7n 
Th« extr«mtt momwata, including tJ^»i can IMB evaluated by uaing 
f i n i t e seriea expreaaion given in the follovding theoron. 
£!3^£SS~ijiiji^ * ^^ nv » k ia an integer* then for n > 1 
(k> n-1 -n n-2 -(J-«-i; ^ 
and 
iki -n n-2 j -(j-i-li 
££gS|« For n > 1 we have 
h ik> P, /_^, j„^, ,__, n-1 (P-y) M„.„A - v I ^  ^ (n-l>v-l (i.^^-v^ j^ 
n .n' Uj^ 
P 1 n—2 
« {"D^^ vf^ - (^ l-(l-g>x^ i) dx 
1 X 
n 1 1 n-1 
"2/*'2 t 
on letting (l-g>x^ » t , t^ riting (l-t>"*^ as l-D--(l-t>'^^3 
inside the integrand and on using the identity 
I -(l-t> « t r U-t> and then integrating term by term« 
we get 
„ (k) n-1 n-2 -(j+1) 
^^"•^'' *^ n:n/n - ^'^^ & 0 9 4 V P , ' ^ % ^ „ **2 Aj^U^ 
«C J wo 
\iohich establishes 6<juation (3 ,2«6j , The proof of (3.2*7> i s 
s imilar. 
Bttfore considering product otoments Vi<^  would l i k e t o s t a t e 
tMo r e s u l t s (BalaJurishnan and Joshi« 1981bi which are to be used. 
For an a rb i t r a ry d i s t r i b u t i o n 
C3.^.8> ^ r , r + i : n " ^rZn "^  S i n i o x ^V^^^^^ Cl-P(x;J p(xMydx. 
1 < r ^ n-1 
And 
s—r—1 B—8+1 
. jp(y>-p(x;3 Cl*PCy/j p(x>dyd3< 
l < r ' ^ s < . n , s-r***. 
I i»S2£aB-la^i- ^or n > 2 , 
(3 .^ .10 ; W.l>M„.i^„.„ - v L M „ . i . „ * n P 2 ( V „ . i . ^ l - M „ . l . „ . l > J 
and for 1 < r < n-2 and n > 3 , 
U . . a i y Cv(n.r>.ljM^^^^i.„-v[(n-r>M^.„ ^ "^'i^^^r^r+l Zn-r '^r ln-l^ > 
Proof.Ualakri&hnan and Joshi* 1982;• 
Frcwi equation (3.«i;.8j, we hove for 1 i Jf i n-1 
(2> 
r# r-f i ^n r«n r#n 
where 
77' 
• ^r^«« ^ / , xfp(x; j ll-P(y>J p(x>dydx 
-1 
i-rorji equatiun i^ij we see that i-P(y> •« P , -f v ypCy> . Nov* 
writ ing U-P(y>l""''^ as »1-P(y> l'*"'^"^»l-P(y> I and s p l i t t i n g the 
i n t eg ra l accordingly i n t o two, we get 
(3...13> J^.^^ « ^ * ^ r , r ^ i : n / C ^ ^ ^ » - ' > 5 
where 
- « P. c . ^?" -' ^ XCP(X;3 £l-P(y;3 p(x>dydx 
- «» ^2 ^ r , r - l / ^"-^^ 
For 1 i t^  i n-'i. , using equation (3,.d,12^ t o r J we get 
and lo r r « n - 1 , we ei i tdlarly hsve f ^ 
''-^; „ .,, . . 
ii « n P^t ^ l^n- i :n- l ^ ^'n-l tn^l ^ 
.^ n subst i tut incj i o r i> in equation (3.2«13j we get 
- 1 ^^' 
fy ^ r , r . i : n * '^^'k^^r^r-H Zn-l" ^ r l n - l ' ^ / <n»r> 
^ r , n - 1 < r < n.2 
- 1 r (2> 1 
rj-l,ji,rs <(tui n-"i,n-l "^ ^ , ,^ ,-^  
n«-A »n*"i 
r "» n — 1 • 
.^uijotitution oi t iUs expression for J in equation (3 , i . l2> 
r# n 
^ , H ^ / i --^ '^^ ^ 
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completes the proof. 
Heroerk 1 , Theorem 3 •2*4 allows us to calculate MV- r+i«n 
(1 < r ^ n- i ; recursively except when v(n-rj » 1 . Another 
result of the similar type .' i given below, 
Il3S2Ilffi.Jaia5. ^ot n > 2 , 
and for n > 3 , ^ i *^  i J*"! 
^ (2> (2> 
( r v l i M^^^^ij^ « vL rM^^^.„ * «iQa<M^:n i^- V l . r l n - l ^ J 
I?f92l* Apply result 
'^r^r^Kn - ^r^Un - ""minLL rt^^yO C ^'^^^^ ^ pCyJdxdy , 
1 < r < n - 1 
to the do\&bly truncated Pareto distriisution (2>. The rest of 
the proof i s sirailar to Theor^ em 3*2»4« This theorem alongwith 
Theorem 3 •2,4 gives the product mcaoents M. - . i •_ « (1 < r < n-l) 
tor a l l valu«is oi r#a and v e x c ^ t £or the case* when 
rv m in-tjv « 1, that i«» when m » 2m« y • m and v * l/fai • 
R<|Mgf£k I* Another result (a generalization of theorem 1.4.7; 
given by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982^ for ariaitrary distribution 
(3,i.l5> 2M„ „^i .-h^  - t E ( -1 > ( 4> t V > 
*kfl ^ "^ ^ ^1*^ '*in,ro-fi:aro-k 
2m 
m l«fli main 
This makes it possible to detexmine M^ 014.1*2^  ' ^^"^ ^ " ^'^ ' 
using the lower ortier moments only. 
§»fg^...^» Theorems 3.a.4 and 3.2»S alongwith the equation 
(3.2«lSi allov us to calculate the product moments n^ r+lln 
(1 ^ r ^ n-1^ for all choices of r#n and v. For example, for 
2 
V • 1, equation (3.2.15i gives M^ 2*2 "* **1*1* *****®'**^ * 
jA, o»^# ••••M,^ , ,^1 •« 0X& then evaluated from (3.2.11J while T.# 2 In n-^, n—1 .n 
^n-1 n*n ^^ obtained frcxrt (3«2.14>« Remaining product moments 
viz.« M- .*- U ^ r <^  8 < n « s»r > 2) , can now be calculated 
by using theorem 1,3»3, 
Eemffk 3^ Ail results of this section {2,2) can be particu-
larised for nontruncated case. For example* see Malik (1966;« 
Kal>e il972> • Similar results for single and product moments 
are obtained by Khan et al• (1963a, 19a3b;• 
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£iSSi£)l.i* ^* <^ <^ ^^  want to devot« a separate section for 
the povmt functioci distribution becmise its density 
corresponding to t2> is given by p(x> » ^*^^/(P»Q> » 
Q ^ < X < p '^ , v > o which can be obtained by using 
a simple transfojcmation• I t s truncated case i s considered 
by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981b>• For nontruncated case 




i&S£2l^Sy:S£- ^ random variabla x is said to h«ve 
cauchy density £unction i£ it follows the probability law 
1 
It« truncated toxm is given by 
1 
where y, and P^ . ^'® obtained by 
/ p(x) dx • Q , /j, plx> dx • 1 - P 
therefore » ( P - Q > ( l + x > p(x> •» 1 • 
Nontrvincated distribution £unction will be given by 
^ ^ -i (3> P(x> B - • - tan'x . 
2 » 
From theoratical view point this distribution is very 
important. Xt provides counter examples in statistical theory, 
it is an example of a continuous distril:»jition for which the 
mean and variance do not exist. For observations from the 
8^ 
same cauchy population^, we see that the mean of any ntunber of 
observations has the same distribution as any single 
observation. Thus the law of large numbers describing the 
behaviour of the mean as the number of observations Increases 
does not hold In the case of this distribution. 
4.1 Hegujf£ggce^fe|f|49|^g I Bamett (1966) obtained recurrence 
relation between mooients of n<XQtruncated cauchy (IJ order 
statistics. Khan et al. (1983a«b> obtained similar relations 
for truncated cauchy distribution (2i. 
Thj^^ggm^^j^l^^ • For cauchy order statistics 
(k) n (k-l> (k-li (2> 
k < r < n - k , 
Ck; i<i j^. 
where M^.« » f x f^._(xJ dx r » 3 « 4 « n-2 . 
r .n —OP r .n 
££SSl* (damett« 1966J • :»lnce for model (i; 
^ ^ -1 
P(x> * - + - tan X 
2 n 
we have 
nt »/2 n r-1 R n-i 
(4.1.2; M^.jj » — f tan X (- -»• x; (- - x) dx 
J»"(r-l>l(n.r>r"'^ ^ ^ 
8o 
/ ; 7\ nt ''/2 y 
(i^ f^/ '^ r • • n • jJ "•"*" ^ ' tan X tan y 
\ r , • .n n^ (r -1 J t ( s -x^l > i (n-»i i - » / 2 -it/2 
ft r-1 S T - I n n-8 
• (- •• x^ t y x > (- - y> dx dy 
2 2 
r * 8 
and 
n i n/2 2 n r-1 
(4 ,1 .4^ **^  r.«n • - - — - ™ ~ ~ - / (tan x) ( - + x; 
'^•^•° i r ( r - l J i i n - r ; l - » / 2 2 
w n T 
. (- - xi dx 
2 
which can !>« rewrit ten as 
nt V 2 " r-1 P n-r 
r , r . i i j i ^ ( r - m in-tii - V 2 2 2 
ditan x; - 1 . 
n l ?»/2 ^ »» » ,, 
(4.1.6> - * f l n - r ; ( - ^ x j - ( r - lM—x> ) 
r* (r - l> t (n-r>i - V 2 2 2 
» r-2 » n-r»l 
. (« "f x> (- - x> tan X dx-1 
2 2 
n 
-r ,r :n ~ i^ ' "*"' 
(4.1.7^ M . - ( M . j ^ i . M ^ i : „ . i > - 1 . 
The method used to obtain (4.1,7i generalizes to the higher 
order moments« giving 
(ki n ^ Ck-lJ (k-lJ ., (k-2> 
:n * 7JI77; f '^ rln-l " **r-i:n-l 3 * **rj 
k ;S r < n-k • 
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|UHB^j^JL. xt is appar«nt that (4,1»2; do«8 not converg« for 
r « 1 or n , and that (4«1«4> doas not converge for r « 1, k, 
n*l or n. For example, 1£ r « 1« or n in (4,1,2> the cos x 
term in the denominator of the integrand ia dotitinant aa x tends 
to »n/2 or n/2, raapectively. Similarly we have a dominant 
cos X term in the denominator of the integrand of (4•1,4; as x 
tends to •n/^ or V 2 viith r « 2 or n-1, respectively. Thus 
means of the firsit and last order statistics do not exist* 
neither do the variances of the first and last two order 
statistics* 
'S5SS£SL,iji.jti» ^^'^ truncated cauchy distribution (3; one com 
have 
UJ n(n-lj ^ (k-li (X-2> (k-2; 
^•^ »(p-gHn.r>Ck-l) ^*^^ r-l,n-2 ^  r,n 
tSSQi ii^han e t a l . 19a3a> • Recall the equaUon (1 .7 ,4 ; for 
a rb i t r a ry distriicnation 
(k> (k; n-1 p , . r - 1 
U , i . 9 ; M^.„ . ^ r - i : n - l - ^r- l^ "^ ' Q J ^ fr^^^l . 
C 1-P(x; J dx 
Now, in view of model C3> 
H(l 
ik> (k> «•! P 
•x'* * [p(x;J tl-P(xO p(x> dx 
Replacing (n+l> by n and ik+li by k, we g«t the result to be 
proved to be proved, viz, 
(k^  nin^li (k-i; (k-i; (k-2> 
^•^ »CP-ui(n-rHk-l> '^ •"^  r*i,n-2-» r.n 
ii|MBaf^ ,„j|i. Theorem 4,1.1 could have been obtained by establishing 
iki (ki n ^1 k 1 r- "^^r n-r+1 
on the lines o£ theorem 4.1 .iS, and then replacing 1 by 
i's"'uJfiil + X > p(x>. That i», 
lk> (k; n Pi V 1 5 
^r:n - '^r-Kn - ^r-l^ »^ '^ **"^ > ' Q ' * <^ * ^ ^ 
•I ^<xj J (_ 1-P(x; J p(x/ dx 
k » (p-Q> (k-l> (k-flJ 
8t 
Rtiploclng in-i'li by n« kX-^l) by k, and rearranging (4«1,10>, 
we g«t Xheoram 4.1 •!« with P « 1 an<i u » 0 • 
Khan et al. (19d3bi obtained recurrence relation for 
product moments. 
£2!SS£SS.i4i^l• '^^"^ doubly truncated cauchy diatribution (3;« 
we have 
(j,k+l> n (j,k> (j#H^ (j,k-l> 
^^^ ^r,»:n " ^ 7 ; ^ ^ ^ ^r,«:n-l "* *'r,s-i:n-l^'"^r,.:n ' 
• In view o£ the result (1,7 .Si 
ij,k> (j,kJ ^ ^1 **1 J ^"^ 
**r,»:n • **r,»-i:n * ^ n « - i : n ^ 'Q^ 'x * ^ 
n-«+l 
,(1-P(y>3 p(xMy dx 
and (3>, we have 
U#Js> (J#k> P. p J k-1 
r# s .n r# »- i •n r# s—l n^ Q j x ' 
.(l+y^OCxjJ l>{y;-P(x>l 
^ . n-»4>l 
.U-^ty^j p(xJp(y>dydx 
kn (P-Q^ ^ {J,k-l i (j,k+l) 
* ~ I n + l ™ '^^ '^ '^ 'O'^ i '^ **r,a:n+l) 
H' 
Rearranging th« teems* and replacing n by (n-1^, we get 
(J,k-»-X> n ^ ( j , k j (J ,k i ^ ( J , k - l i 
nkiP-Qj 
1 <;r s s • • i n - l . 
U a » l 2 > >*r ••!» " ™ — — C M_ - • n . i - M_ - . , . - . , 1 - M_ . . _ . 
• • nk^p'oQj r#»»n'"X rfa—i«n"*iJ r, s*n 
This completes the proof o£ the theorem. 
In the sl ifdlar way I t can Joe seen that 
(J ,k+l i n (j,k> (J-fk> ( J , k - i ; 
r«r-«-l*n ^ k(P-»oi f#r+ i«n- l r»n—1 J r, r+l U» ' 
1 < r < n - 2 
and 
lj ,k+l> n (J,k^ (j+kj 
n—«i#n«-l«n ^^  k(S>«»Qi n-»4»n—l,n-l n—2»n«-l-' 
( J . k - i ; 
**n-2,n-i:n 
n > 3 
Csrolijjfjf^l, Put j » k - 1 In (4 .1 . H i t o g e t 
il,ii n 
(4.1.15^ ^r,«:n - — — J L ^r ,a:n . l - '^r^a-lln-l J " ^rtn 
ior th& nontruncated case, put P m I , Q « C « 
Hh 
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